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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem -- --- -------
Tbe problem of this paper bas been to determine tbe 

contemporary relevance of alternative non-silver photo-

graphic processes witb emphasis on tbe gum bicbromate pro

cess. The writer studied tbe empirical, theoretical and 

historical evidence of tbe process by creating a collec

tion of gum bicbromate prints, corresponding witb contem-

porary artists and collecting a body of historical data. 

Purpose of This Study 

Tbe purpose of this study bas been to provide an bis

torical perspective, modern methodology and an argument for 

tbe revival of gum bichromate printing. 

Justification for This Study 

Tbe rationale for this research bas been tbat tbrougb 

an investigation of gum printing, as well as, an exami

nation of contemporary gum bicbromate artists and methods, 

and finally through an application of selected techniques 

from tbis research, the writer would tben develop a series 

of experimental prints which would result in a more bigbly 
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developed body of pbotograpbic work. The writer realized 

that photography included more tban tbe gum bichromate pro

cess but used it as a focal point from wbicb to survey the 

history of photography--from the mid-nineteenth century to 

the present time. 
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Specific reasons for tbe revival and contemporary use 

of gum bichromate printing are listed below. 

1. Many easily obtainable papers may be used in gum 

bichromate printing; modern art-quality, fiber-based photo

graphic papers are disappearing from the market and may soon 

be unavailable. 

2. The scarcity of silver, whicb is needed for sil-· 

ver prints, causes_the non-silver gum bichromate process to 

be a valuable alternative. 

3. The arcbival qualities of gum printing are such 

that the print lasts as long as tbe support; tbere is no 

consensus of opinion on the exact life of the silver print. 

4. The aesthetic qualities of pure color, mood and 

total effect obtained by the use of natural materials can

not be obtained on modern plastic-coated papers. 

5. No single source is presently available which 

includes an historical perspective on the pictorialist 

school, a technical review of processes, material sources, 

the methods of contemporary gum bichromate artists and a 

collection of original gum prints {gum print's qualities 



are lost in reproduction). 

Background 

After comparing silver prints with gum bichromate 

prints, some contemporary artists have shown a renewed 

interest in tbe quality of the gum bichromate process. In 

tbis process, the artist creates the pbotograpbic emulsion, 

cbooses from a wide selection of papers and bas unlimited 

freedom as to color and technique. 

The technical knowledge, patience and time required 

to create a gum bichromate print are sucb tbat this print

ing is done only by tbose who are seriously interested in 

creating a work of art. Otber unique qualities of the gum 

bichromate print are tbe long tonal range, tbe possibili

ties of obliterating unwanted detail, the textural surface 

of tbe various papers and the cboice of total or local col

or in tbe print. 
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In summary, gum bichromate printing allows the artist 

more freedom and individual expression than silver printing 

and may more likely result in a unique artistic statement 

in the pictorialist school of photography. 

Delimitations 

This study was restricted to the categories below. 

1. The description and formulation of a concise con

temporary methodology for the gum bichromate process. 
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2. Only tbe gum bichromate processes were studied; 

all otber non-silver processes were excluded. 

3. The study and resultant gum bichromate prints are 

to be used by the technically advanced photographer with no 

knowledge of non-silver processes. 

4. Tbe study and gum bichromate prints were created 

by the use of formulae, technical data and descriptive ma

terials from the pictorialist school of photography. 

5. The study is intended as a concise resource for 

instruction in gum bichromate printing and does not include 

much early material found in nineteenth-century British or 

European publications. 

Iv'Ietbodology 

1. A comprehensive body of historical information 

on gum printing was gathered by tbe writer. 

2. Tbe writer corresponded with and interviewed 

authorities in modern gum bichromate printing. 

3. After creating a collection of gum bichromate 

prints, the writer selected reliable materials, formulae 

and material sources needed for the process. 

4. The writer bas provided a combination of prints 

and data which, together, provide a detailed view of the 

gum bichromate process. 



Definition of Terms 

Ammonium Bichromate: synonym: ammonium dichromate. 

Used as a sensitizer for tbe carbon, carbro, gum bi

chromate and other pbotomecbanical processes; freely 

soluble in water at room temperature; orange crystals; 

bas a stronger sensitizing power (approximately 2X) and 

is more soluble than potassium salt. Wben in contact 

with a colloid, it is decomposed by ligbt and renders 
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the colloid insoluble. (The Gum Bichromate Book, p. 71). 

Bichromate: A salt or ester of cbromic acid wbicb is anal

ogous to sulfuric acid {Webster's Seventh New Collegiate 

Dictionary, p. 199). 

Colloid: Organic substance soluble in water sucb as gum 

arabic or albumen (Alternate Photographic Processes, p. 

106). 

Development (Silver): The process of converting exposed 

silver halides to a visible image (Tbe Photographer's 

Handbook, p. 328). 

Development (Non-Silver): The photo-chemical bichromate 

reaction equals the action of light on colloids impreg

nated with soluble bichromate which results in the for

mation of a compound of chromium oxides with the gela

tin, which resists water; its swelling in the cold being 

diminished in proportion to the action of light and its 

dissolution in warm or hot water being prevented (Pho-
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tograuhy ~~Scientific Instrument, p. 171). 

Emulsion: Usually termed the light sensitive coating or 

"working surface 11 of photographic materials. The emul

sion is coated on a base (The Gum Bichromate Book, p. 77). 

Exposure: The product of the intensity of light and the 

time the light is allo\ved to act (The Photographer's 

Handbook, p. 330). 

Formaldehyde: Pure formaldehyde is a gas but is supplied 

commercially as a colorless 37% aqueous solution with 

about 9% methanol as a stabilizer, bas a biting pungent 

odor; used for hardening gelatin films in contemporary 

work and as a hardening agent for paper size with gum 

printing. Its _action on the gelatin is not the same as 

that of the alum hardeners--it is used more where hard

ening in a neutral or alkaline solution is r~quired since 

the alum is totally ineffective in that case (The Gum 

Bichromate Book, p. 71). 

Gum Arabic: A water-soluble gum obtained from acacia and 

used especially in tbe manufacture of adhesives (Web

ster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, p. 511). 

Gum Bichromate Process: An early photographic process in 

which the emulsion is a sensitized gum solution contain

ing color pigment (Photography, p. 343). 

Gum Print: A photograph created by the gum bichromate 

process, which starting in 1894, gave the photographer-



artist an opportunity for handwork to alter tonality, 

omit detail and reproduce effects akin to painting and 

drawing (Collecting Photographica, p. 277). 
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Highlights: The brightest areas of the subject on the.pos

itive print or slide (The Photographer's Handbook, p. 

332). 

Percent Solution: The most common system for photographic 

purposes is that of weight per volume (W/V)--specifying 

parts per 100 (The Gum Bichromate Book, p. 79). 

Pictorialist: Of or relating to a painter, a painting or 

the painting or drawing of pictures (Webster's Seventh 

New Collegiate Dictionary, p. 870). 

Pigment: A substance that imparts black or white or a 

color to other materials (Webster's Seventh New Col

legiate Dictionary, p. 870). 

Registration: To make or adjust as to correspond exactly 

(Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, p. 973). 

Relief: A matrix or printing surface which can be obtained 

photographically by removing exposed or unexposed areas 

from a light-sensitive layer so that the image is raised 

above the surface of the support (The Gum Bichromate 

Book, p. 80). 

Shadow: A shaded or darker portion of a picture (Webster's 

Seventh Hew Colle~iate Dictionary, p. 1063). 

Tonal Range: Refers to the strength of grays between black 
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and white; tbe effect in painting of ligbt and sbade to

getber with color (Tbe Pbotogranber's Handbook, p. 343). 

Tootb: A slight rougbness or coarseness in tbe surface of 

a dried paint film or painting ground, wbicb assists.in 

tbe application and bonding of a subsequent coat of 

paint (Tbe Artist's Handbook, p. 648). 



The Last Print in Silver 

Tis tbe last print in Silver 
Left rnould'ring alone, 

All her gold-tone companions 
Are faded and gone. 

No print of her kindred, 
Albumen, is nigh, 

To reflect back her jaundice 
So sad to tbe eye. 

I will leave thee, tbou lone one 
To vanish away 

And to all fellow-workers 
Witb confidence say 

Go, print now in Carbon 
Or platinum choose 

As long recommended 

~ friend Jabez Hugbes. 

So soon may all follow 
No prints fade away 

For when Albumen's yellow, 
And Chloride is flown, 

Platina and Carbon 
Shall still bold their own 

__ Edgar Clifton, 1887 1 

1Jarnes I-'1. Reilly, The Albumen and Salted Paper Book 
(Rochester: Light Impressions Corporation, 1980), p. 10~ 
quoting Clifton. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF EARLY LITERATURE 

The Chemists 

The concept of printing by means of the light sensi

tive chromate compounds might appropriately be called the 

"prism of photography 11 • Because of the chromate's use from 

the earliest days of photography until the present time, 

most of the problems and solutions important to tbe art are 

reflected in the study of tbe processes dependent on the 

chromates of sodium, potassium or ammonia. 

Mongo Ponton discovered the light sensitivity of 

chromates in Scotland in 1839. Ponton delivered a paper to 

the Society of Arts for Scotland on nA Cheap and Simple 

Hethod of Preparing Paper for Photogenic Drawing in Which 

the Use of any Salt of Silver is Dispensed With". 2 He 

strongly emphasized that his method's principal ingredient 

was the inexpensive potassium bichromate; 128 ounces of 

this substance could be purchased for the same price as 

four ounces of silver nitrate needed in the silver process. 

2camfield and Deirdre Wills, History of Photography: 
Techniques and Equipment (New York: Exeter BoOks, 1980), 
p. 54. 
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In 1833 William Henry Fox-Talbot, the English paint-

er-scientist, attempted to make a permanent camera obscura 

image by applying a silver nitrate solution to paper. Un

like Ponton's weak brown image, Talbot's paper negative. 

tones were adequate but opposite to wbat was needed in a 

positive print. Daguerre, tben, is called the "Father of 

Photography" because his metbod, contemporary with Talbot's, 

gave an immediately available permanent positive image. 

The "Father of Chromate-Based Photography", including 

modern photogravure, is Talbot--largely due to Daguerre's 

success. Talbot continued to experiment and discovered 

that colloids containing bichromate became insoluble on ex

posure to light. His application of a potassium bichromate 

solution to steel plates became the foundation for all 

light-sensitized chromate-based photography. Though highly 

disappointed at Daguerre's success, Talbot eventually pat

ented his photo-engraving process, photoglyphy, which used 

the hardened image in gelatin-bichromate coated over copper 

as a resist during etching. 3 

A challenger to Talbot's claim of inventing the chro

mate processes was Alphonse Louis Poitevin, a French chem-

3c. B. Neblette, Photography: Its Princinles and 
Practice (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1927),--p:- 14. 
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ist, who, in 1855, discovered the principle governing the 

action of light on chromate colloids. Though the issue is 

yet discussed, the principal processes based on colloid sol-

ubility are carbon, carbro and gum printing. 

A good explanation of the principle which these pio

neers made useful to photography is this: 

The changes in the nature of organic substances 
which are caused by cbromates when they are reduced by 
light--and which are made use of in the process • • • 
are the following: A chromate or bichromate can be 
dissolved, and mixed with glue or gelatin in bot water 
or with gum arabic or albumen in cold water, without 
either of tbese substances suffering a change at once 
on account of tbe chromic salt. 

If a ••• sheet of paper be coated with such a 
solution, and allowed to dry in tbe dark, it becomes 
firm and yet remains soluble in water. As soon as the 
film is, however, influenced by light and the chromate 
is reduced to a chromic oxide salt, the film of glue, 
gelstin, gum or albumen is tanned • • • is made insol
uble in water.4 

The first public notice of chromate printing came in 

1858 when John Pouncy exhibited prints in London made on 

paper coated with gum arabic, containing carbon as pigment 

and sensitized with potassium bichromate. Interest in 

this method of printing waned until the photographic boom 

of tbe 1860s when improved carbon printing was devised 

which employed a bichromated colloid. 

4Ernst Lietze and Nathan Lyons, eds. Modern Helio
graphic Processes: A Manual of Instruction (New York: Van 
Nostrand, 1888; reprint ed.,-uew York: Visual Studies 
Workshop, 1974), p. 91. 



IvJaterials for this process were sold by the Autotype 

Company of London using other pigments. Eventually papers 

could be purchased in more than thirty different colors, 

including the magenta, cyan and yellow required for making 

subtractive color prints from separation negatives. 
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From the beginning of photography, tbe major problem 

had been the comparatively short life of many of tbe prints 

produced with light sensitive silver salts. The road to a 

permanent image on paper was not straight and many byways 

were explored in tbe search. Talbot's bichromatic inking 

process was the basis for Poitevin's discovery in 1855 of 

the beautiful Woodbury process which was translated by 

Joseph Wilson Swan into the modern carbon process. 

Contemporary interest in some of these early chromate 

photo-chemical systems results from their uniq~e archival 

value and the quality control which may be superior to our 

present fabricated papers. The apparent instability of 

Talbot's calotype (salted paper) and a multitude of other 

processes which appeared during the nineteenth century led 

to a reaction against the processes. One of the processes 

serious workers turned to was gum bichromat~. 

~J 1890 a considerable amount of space in art and 

photographic journals was devoted to the methods of art

istic photography. Titles such as "I~ethods of Suppression 

and Eodification in Pictorial Photography" demonstrated the 



wide range now open to photographers. The journals advo-

cated the use of sprays, airbrush and processes for wash

ing away pigmented, photo-sensitized gelatin. 5 

One of the more unusual methods a photographer could 

use to give the illusion of a painted work was gum bichro

mate printing. Scbarf said: 
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The brush or other instrument could be employed 
freely, the whole image fabricated to convey a sense of 
handling. Previously, photography bad been incapable 
of communicating tactile qualities, of inducing in the

6 spectators a sense of the palpability of the surface. 

Though the process had been invented by men working 

between 1850 and 1860, it did not become a popular medium 

until several talented amateurs became masters of it. A. 

Roulle-Ladeveze exhibited his gum prints at the Paris Photo 

Club in January, 1884. The English amateur, Alfred Maskell, 

brought gum printing to London in 1894; one ye~r later Rob

ert Demachy exhibited beautiful gum prints, done in one 

printing, in Paris. The gum bichromate trend gained momen-

tum when Demachy sent some of his prints to the Photographic 

Salon of London. 

The amateur photographer, Dr. Henneberg of Vienna, 

purchased one of Demachy's prints and subsequently used it 

5Aaron Scharf, Art and Photography (London: The Pen
guin Press, 1968), p. 181-.--

6 Art and Photogranhy, p. 183. 



to introduce gum bichromate to Vienna. Dr. Henneberg was 

said to be the first to produce two-color gum prints fol

lowed by polychrome gum prints of the three-color method. 7 

Josef Eder attributed the first multiple gum printing to. 

von Hubl in March, 1898. Demachy's single-printed gum bi-

chromates became known as "French Gum Printing" while the 

Viennese multiple printings were called "The Vienna Meth

od". The combination of platinotype with gum printing was 

first executed by Professor H. Kessler in Vienna and shown 

at the Paris Exhibition of 1900. 

As the process became more widely known and prac-

ticed, many variations were made; the major one was that 

after 1890 photographers usually substituted gum arabic 

for gelatin in the emulsion. Herbert Starners introduced 

an alternate process in 1919 with his emulsion of sodium 

bichromate, alum and hydrochloric acid. Other controlled 

bichromate printing methods included the ozotype (1899), 

the oil print (1904) and the bromoil print (1907). 

The 1898 issues of The British Journal of Photog-

ranhy described many more bichromate-based printing var

iations which are no longer used. All of these reflect 

individual attempts at exploring the limits of artistic 

7Helmut and Alison Gernsheim, The History of Photog
ranhy (London: The Oxford University Press, 1955~ p. 560. 
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photogrsphy. An equally important avenue of exploration 

lay, not in the chemistry of the emulsion, but in the im

agery of gum prints. 

The Pictorialists 

The appellation "pictorialist" began to be used and 

discussed around the art world. The term's definition de

pended on whether the discussion was among friends or foes 

of the concept. Whatever the definition, pictorialism al

ways opposed "straight" photography. 
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In 1890 pictorialists formed working groups in Europe 

and America. Some of the more important were the Photo 

Club of New York, the Linked Ring of Britain, the Photo 

Club de Paris, the Vienna Camera Club, the Cercle de Art of 

Belgium and the Buffalo Pictorialists. The Linked Ring de

bated the subject of the definition of pictoriat photog

raphy. The members agreed that straight silver prints were 

not pictorial. Platinotypes, handmade photo etchings, 

photogravures, impressionistic softness and printing on 

coarse grained paper were agreed to be pictorial. Blurring 

the image with a pinhole lens, simple spectacle lens or 

soft focus lens was also approved. 

The most influential opponent of pictorialism of the 

time was the English physician and photographer, P. H. Em

erson, who had earlier introduced the handmade photo etch-



ing and photogravure. After being much inspired by the 

impressionistic painter, James McNeil Whistler, Emerson 

sneered at gum printing as "precious daubs and meritric-

ious efforts''· His attitude toward photography as art 

changed so radically that at the height of his career, he 

gave up photography completely. 8 

Despite Emerson, the demand for artistic photography 

was growing--fathered by Ernst Wilhelm Jubl (1850-1915). 

Juhl provided the foundation for the Society for tbe Ad-

vancement of Amateur Photography in Germany where the 

brothers, Theodor and Oskar Hofmeister, taught the gum bi

chromate process. They later moved to the Hamburg School 

where the multiple printed gum print reached its zenith. 

The Gernsheims wrote in 1955 what might have been a 

turn of the century criticism of gum printing. 

17 

Impressionistic photography and imitation painting 
became epidemics obscuring the judgement of many gifted 
photographers • • • Whenever one art borrows the 
characteristics of another and forsakes its own dis
tinctive qualities, it is decadent; and that the art 
of photography of the art nouveau period certainly was 
••• Demachy's ballet dancer has the charm of a 
Degas pastel--but is it Degas or Demachy we admire? 9 

The British Linked Ring considered some of their work 

8 Helmut and Alison Gernsbeim, The History of Photo-
graph~, p. 38. 

9Helmut and Alison Gernsheim, The History of Photo-
granh~, p. 40. 
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impressionistic but certainly not decadent. The members-

H. P. Robinson, George Davison, H. H. H. Cameron (son of 

Julia IY'largaret Cameron) and J. Craig Annan--were influenced 

by tbe prevailing fashion in painting just as their predeces

sors had been. One of the Linked Ring's founders, Frank 

Sutcliffe, chose naturalistic subjects but used a soft fo-

cus lens for his Yorkshire scenes taken at dawn or dusk. 

His "Water Rats", done in 1886, is surely one of the ten 

greatest pictorial photographs of all time. 

Other members of pictorialist groups around the world 

were J. C. Batkin of the Birmingham Photographic Society; J. 

Dudley Johnson, president of the Royal Photographic Society;. 

and the Viennese ~riflorium of Hans Watzek, Hugo Henneberg 

and Heinrich Kuhn. 10 Members of these groups and other pic

torialists of the time attempted to adapt the photographic 

processes to conventional artistic methods of presentation, 

while painters of the time inriorporated into their pictures 

tbe realism that was so characteristic of photography. 

Tbe most vilified group of painters at that time was 

undoubtedly the Pre-Raphaelites. With their emphasis on 

detail and truthfulness of the pictorial el~ments, there 

was obviously a clear aim to show that they could record as 

10Helmut and Alison Gernsbeim, The History of Photog
ranhv, p. 86. 
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accurately as the photographer. Tbis school of British art

ists became tbe target for exactly the same kind of criti

cism whicb their painterly-photographer peers received. 

Daniel Gabriel Rossetti and Robert Demachy became opposing 

faces on tbe coin of late nineteenth century art--one, a 

too painterly photographer, tbe otber a too photographic 

painter. There would be no mixing of tbe two media. 

Demacby was undoubtedly the finest exponent of gum 

bichromate of all time. Tbe son of a French bank founder 

bad tbe time and money to pursue bis photography and become 

a controversial speaker and writer on the subject. His 

affluence, regrettably, also allowed him to abandon photog

raphy completely in 1914 as P. H. Emerson, bis anti-pictor

ialist opponent, bad done earlier. Between 1895 and 1914 

Demachy experimented witb one-coat gum prints so skillfully 

that his images loolced more like drawings tban photography. 

In 1907 Demacby defended the pictorial gum print in 

a manner which, while justifying his methods, gave intim-

ations of the doubt that may have caused his abandonment of 

the medium seven years later. 

Pictorial photography owes its birth to the uni
versal dissatisfaction of artistic photographers in 
front of tbe photographic errors of the straight print. 
Its false values, its lack of accents, its equal delin
eation of things important and useless, were univer
sally recognized and deplored by a host of malcontents. 
There was a general cry toward liberty of treatment and 
liberty of correction ••• gum bichromate was soon 
bailed with enthusiasm as liberator ••• And yet, 
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after all tbis outcry against old-fashioned and narrow
minded methods, after this tbankful acceptance of new 
ones, the men who fought for new ideas are now fighting 
for old errors. 11 

Demacby's conclusion was tbat if the straight print 

was all that could be desired, pictorial photographers and 

the various secessionists of tbe new and old world bad been 

wasting their time during the last decade. 

The Secessionists 

The word "secessionist" meant Alfred Stieglitz and 

Eduard Steicben to America. Stieglitz bad a difficult time 

during bis leadership of tbe New York Camera Club. The mem

bers at one time thougbt that tbey would ratber be a bicycle 

club than adhere ~o Stieglitz' standards of artistic excel

lence. In 1902 Stieglitz left tbe would-b~ bicycle club and 

with a group of forty-one other photographers ~armed the 

Photo-Secession. Photo-Secessionists of contemporary note 

included Alan Langdon Coburn, Frank Eugene, Gertrude Kase

bier, Eduard Steichen and Clarence \fuite. 

In the same year, Demachy wrote of heated discussions 

at an exhibition in Paris on the work of the young Steichen. 

One of Steichen's gum prints was a self portrait in the 

style of Lenbacb, with palette and brush; another was the 

11Natban Lyons, ed., Photographers 2.!!. Photogranhy: A 
Critical Anthology (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1966), p. 59 
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now famous picture of Rodin, silhouetted against the white

ness of his statue of Victor Hugo, contemplating bis "Think

er''· Steichen continued with gum and other alternate non

silver processes until 1916; Stieglitz, on the other band, 

gave up the non-silver methods early in the life of Camera 

Work, the Photo-Secession's quarterly publication. Because 

of his advocacy of the integrity of straight photography, a 

reaction formed against the manipulated print. 

Before the reaction became fullblown in 1911, Camera 

Work published much of tbe important work in pictorial pho

tography. The photographers published in Camera Work in

cluded the publication's founders and Arthur E. Becher, 

the brothers Hofmeister, Eva Watson-Scbutze, Commaner Puyo, 

Renee le Begue, Heinrich Kuhn, Baron Adolpb de Neyer, Rob

ert Dernachy and F. Holland Day. 

Tbe gum was used by tbe Secessionists either alone 

or combined with platinotype, mezzotint, photogravure and 

duplex or half tone processes. Steichen was the great ex

perimenter. Almost every process then being done can be 

found in bis prints; be was logically the first of the Se

cessionists to move from tbe color of gum bichromate to 

the first modern color process--the autochrome. Most pho

to-historians begin the discussion of color photography 

with Steichen. 
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Coburn is generally recognized as tbe inventor of tbe 

gum-platinum process; most of bis Camera Work prints are in 

tbis medium. Frederick Evans, anotber Englisb pbotograpber 

sbown in tbe quarterly, is also well known for bis gum

platinum architectural studies of Englisb cathedrals. Kas-

ebier's oeuvre was portraits done in gum; Clarence Wbite's 

gum prints were less formal portraits. Before bis renun-

ciation of pbotograpby, P. H. Emerson used gum-platinum for 

bis naturalistic pbotograpby. 

One of tbe few great pictorialists not sbown in Cam

~ Work was tbe Spanisb pbotograpber, Ecbeague. His prints 

were largely of traditional Spanish religious and civic 

events. Ecbague was unique in using tbe Fresson process 

wbicb was a combination of tbe carbon and gum bichromate 

processes. Tbe image was developed by frictio~ in a sol

ution of sawdust and water witb tbe consistency of tbick 

soup. 12 Ecbague's prints were strikingly different witb 

an obviously manipulated appearance. 

Pbotograpbers of tbe period became very sensitive to 

tbe criticism of manipulated prints. Coburn protested to 

Gernsbeim tbat be did not approve of gum prints wbicb 

looked like cbalk drawings; be did, bowever, approve of his 

12
camfield and Deirdre Wills, History of Photography: 

Techniques and Eauipment, p. 90. 
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own gum-platinum prints wbicb be said were purely photo-

graphic. His only concession to pictorialism, be said, was 

to use a soft focus lens. 13 His explanation today sounds 

like those of tbe impressionistic painters who never ad-

mitted the use of a photograph as a basis for a painting. 

Coburn's real need of tbe gum bichromate process was 

to strengthen tbe platinum's weak shadows and to add a var-

nish-like luster to tbe surface. Coburn frankly admitted 

the benefits of gum bichromate which included preserving 

the delicacy of the print's highlights. George Bernard Shaw 

\'Trote in 1907 that Coburn bad carried photography beyond the 

Kasebier-Stieglitz boom. He also noted that Coburn could not 

get tbe entire scale of natural light from bis prints but 

that Coburn's prints were artistic sui gen'eris and not an 

imitation of a Corot landscape or a charcoal drawing. 14 

Gertrude Kasebier, Clarence \mite and Alan Coburn--

three of tbe original Secessionists--left tbe group in 1907 

to form the Pictorial Photographers of America. Stieglitz'-

Camera Work became a forum for abstract and photo-realist 

art until 1917. The pictorialists, who bad seemed so rad-

13Helmut and Alison Gernsbeim, eds., Alvin Langdon 
Coburn, Photo~rapher: An Autobiography (New York: Dover 
Publications, Inc., 1978), p. 16. 

14Aaron Scharf, Pioneers of Photography (New York: 
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 19'/8), p. 164. 
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ical at the end of the nineteenth century, were outdated by 

the new aesthetic arriving from Europe in painting, lit-

erature and photography. The Pictorial Photographers of 

America wanted to perpetuate pictorial ideas. Unfortu

nately, soft romantic imagery was in little demand after 

World War I. 

Both Heinrich Kuhn's multiple gum print of a Venetian 

canal scene with the appearance of a watercolor by John 

Singer Sargent and Paul Picbier's Bocklinesque landscapes 

with cyprus trees and figures looked naive and romantic next 

to the works of Picasso and Mira now appearing in Camera 

Work. An era of photography had ended after thirty years. 

A noted art critic of the time wrote in 1902 of the early 

days of that era. 

I bad seen tbem depart on their great mission, those 
valiant knights of Daguerre, Amfortas--Stieglitz, suffer
ing from acute pictorialitis; Guernemans--Kiely, his 
faithful friend and advisor; Titurel--Steicben, whose 
pictures were not quite immaculate enough to prove him 
the best photographer in the world; and young Parsifal 
--Coburn, who but recently started fully armed, with 
kodaks and cameras, on their perilous journey over the 
Allegheny Mountains to open the Secessionist Shrine at 
Pittsburg, leaving me behind with deep yearnings in my 
heart. 

Imagine my ecstatic joy when I received a telegram 
which read as follows: 'The Shrine will be opened to
morrow. Take the next train and join us. Money en
closed. We can not d£ without you. We need somebody 
to write us up' ••• 5 

l5Sadakichi Hartman, The Valiant Knights of Daguerre 
(.Berkeley: University of California .Press, 1978), p. iii. 



CHAPTER III 

THE PROCESS 

Materials 

The pictorialists and the gum bichromatists disap

peared in America with the country's entry into World War 

I. For more than forty years tbe process was considered 

archaic and of little merit. When the non-silver processes 

were revived by artists in the late twentieth century, 

sources for gum bichromate materials were scarce and little 

known. Today the process is more widely used and the mate

rials are easier to find. Tbis chapter describes the par

aphernalia and sources of the process as well as the frame 

of reference necessary to the gum bichromate artist. 

In creating a gum bichromate print, the artist first 

needs a concept of the desired image. If this image can 

be executed in gum bichromate, the next step is the photo

graphing and developing of a negative large enough to be 

contact printed. Usually negative size ranges from 4 x 5 

to 11 x 14 inches. Gum bichromate and the other non-silver 

processes are called control processes because the original 

image is most often created using a silver method but all 

later control and manipulation is accomplished by non-sil-
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ver methods. 

As the print is emulsified, exposed and developed, 

the artist continually examines the visible image and com

pares it with the original intended image. The materials 

essential to the process are listed in Table I. 

TABLE I 
Suggested Materials 

1. Windsor Newton and Grumbacher tube watercolors 
2. Windsor Newton and Grumbacber watercolor brushes 
3. Deep cup palette 
4. Color chart 
5. Ammonium bichromate--four-ounce packages 
6. Gum arabic--14-degree Baume 
7. Rives BFK watercolor paper 
8. Push pins and pencil 
9. 16 x 16 inch double strength glass 
10. 3200K photo flood bulb in copy stand with .reflector 

11. C-Clamps, clothespins and clothesline 
12. Scissors 
13. 20 milliliter graduate 
14. Large. portable fan 
15. Knox unflavored gelatin 
16. Formaldebyde--37% 
17. Scotch and masking tape 
18. 4125 thick copy fi1m--ll x 14 inches 
19. HC-110 developer--dilution D. 
20. Kodak photographic timer 
21. 4 x 5 inch Plus-X film 
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Tbis list of materials is tbe cboice of tbe writer; 

otber artists working in bichromate may bave otber prefer-

ences of certain materials, but tbe ones listed bave been 

found to work well and may serve as a basic buying guide. 

A particular brand item sucb as Rives BFK paper is used by 

many artists altbougb any other fine 100% rag paper witb 

tootb such as D'Arches will work equally well. 

Witb tbe revival of tbe non-silver pbotograpbic pro-
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cesses, sources for tbe materials are not now a serious pro-

blem. Tbe writer bas found tbat local sources are best; 

mail order sources can cause long delays. Tbe sources 

listed are convenient to tbe Texas artist. An abbreviated 

list of national non-silver material sources made by William 

Crawford 16 appear in appendix IV. 

Some materials wbicb are not found in a pbotograpbic 

supply bouse may be purchased locally. Tbe gum arabic's 

price was $9.50 per gallon at Nu-Art Printing in Denton; 

tbe ammonium bichromate was purchased at $7.25 per pound at. 

Sargent-Welch in Dallas; the Kodak 4125 Thick professional 

copy film was a special order at $65 per 25-sheet box at 

Barry's Cameras in Dallas; the double strength glass was 

cut to order at Ace Hardware in Denton for $2; and the 20 

16vlilliam Crawford, The Keepers of Ligbt: ! History 
and \'larking Guide to Early Photograuhic Processes (Dobbs 
}

1errJ: Horgan & I•1organ, 1979), pp. 311-314. 
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milliliter graduate was purchased from tbe University. 

Procedures 

Either high contrast Kodalitb film or continuous tone 

film may be used in the gum bichromate process; tbe choice 

depends on the image desired. For this study, the writer 

used only continuous tone film. Tbe procedures for tbis 

kind of image result in a longer tonal range in the finished 

print rather than the Kodalith's line drawing effect. 

The original negatives in this study were both 35 mil-

limeter and 4· x 5 inch view camera sizes. The negative was 

placed in the enlarger, exposed on a sheet of 4 x 5 Plus-X 

film and developed in a tray of HC-110 developer. This pos

itive was tben used to make the 11 x 14 negative. The 4 x 5 

inch positive was placed in the enlarger and exposed on the 

4125 copy film which was developed in the HC-110 tray. The 

exposure time was determined by setting the enlarger's aper-
• 

ture at fl6 and doing a test series of exposures. The de

velopment at the recommended dilution D required three min-

utes per negative. A positive can be used for a negative 

print if the image is suitable. 

After development, the negatives or positives were 

hung to dry for approximately one hour. The resultant image 

must be somewhat smaller than the 11 x 15 inch Rives paper 

to allow for registration without pinholes on the print 

,,, .. ,,. •.. , 



image. The negatives and positives should be stored care

fully since the plastic surface scratches easily and is 

difficult to repair. 

Paper 
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The Rives BFK paper is bought in 22 x 30 inch sheets, 

torn into quarters measuring 11 x 15 inches and soaked in 

very bot water (120 degrees F.) for thirty minutes. The 

paper is then bung loosely with tbe clothespins over the 

bathtub to dry. 

Sizing 

\fuen the paper is completely dry, a sheet is placed 

in the sizing. T~e sizing is made by pouring three pack

ages of gelatin into one quart of cold wat~r (50-60 de

grees F.). After fifteen minutes, the sizing ~swarmed to 

100 degrees F. The sheet is immersed and allowed to remain 

for three minutes. The paper is next drawn over a shower 

curtain rod to remove air bubbles and hung up to dry. Af

ter the sizing is completely dry, the sheet is hardened by 

floating it in a solution of 25 milliliters of 37% formal

dehyde mixed in a quart of water. Both the sizing and the 

hardening are conveniently done in shallow trays. The hard

ening is best done outdoors because of the health hazards 

posed by formaldehyde. 
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Preparation of Gum Sensitizer 

The gum arabic can be prepared from a dry state but 

the commercially available 14-degree Baume gum arabic is tbe 

most convenient and inexpensive method of obtaining this ma

terial. The commercial type comes with a carbolic acid re

tardant to bacterial growtb. 

The second ingredient of the emulsion is the ammonium 

bicbromate, a poisonous substance wbich should only be han

dled with great care and rubber gloves. A four-ounce pack

age is carefully and slowly poured into one pint of bot 

(90+ degrees F.) water. When the orange crystals have dis-

solved one more pint of cold water is added to make a quart 

of sensitizer. The unused sensitizer must be stored under 

refrigeration as it deteriorates at room temperature in 

four to six hours. 

Mixing the Emulsion 

The ingredients of the emulsion are the colloid, the 

sensitizer and the pigment or, in otber words, the gum ara

bic, the ammonium bichromate and the watercolor. The amount 

of pigment to gum is determined by familiarity with the 

strength of the particular color to be used. The blue end 

of the color spectrum prints more deeply than the red so 

less of these colors is used than of the reds. A good trial 

amount is one-half inch of pigment to each five milliliters 
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of gum arabic on pre-sized paper witb normal development. 

The very best metbod of determining pigment-gum ratios is 

to make your own color cbart wbich tests varying amounts of 

pigment to five milliliters of gum arabic. Dabs of eacb 

ratio are painted on tbe paper; the last remaining dab left 

after development is tbe proper ratio for tbat particular 

color, development and paper. 

Tbe pigment is mixed in tbe cup palette witb five 

milliliters of gum arabic. Tbe mixing can be done with a 

number six watercolor brusb if tbe solution is tborougbly 

stirred. Tbe ammonium bichromate which bas been warmed to 

room temperature should be added at tbe rate of five milli

liters--or equal to tbe gum arabic. This solution is shaken 

in a capped bottle to assure homogenization. These propor

tions will coat an 11 x 15 inch sheet of paper. Mixing can 

be done in room light with tbe blinds closed to sunlight. 

Registering and Coating the Paper 

The negative is placed on the paper's center. An out

line of the negative is drawn on the paper and the pusb pins 

are inserted at diagonal corners. The pins are removed from 

the paper and negative •. 

The paper is then taped to a surface covered with news

paper. The two inch brush is used to cover the paper with 

emulsion--first with horizontal overlapping strokes, then 
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with vertical strokes. The brusb should be wet but not 

dripping before stroking. Tbe coating should be done very 

smoothly and quickly, witb not more than one minute elaps

ing from first stroke to last on tbe 11 x 14 incb print. 

Drying tbe Paper 

After the paper is coated, it is bung by clothespins 

to tbe line strung above the tub in tbe dark bathroom. A 

large fan is set to blow tbe paper dry in approximately five 

minutes. The paper is not to be touched during the drying 

time because of the emulsion's softness at this stage. The 

surface appears matte when dry. 

Exposing the Paper 

In subdued light (60 watt bulb ten feet away) tbe 

11 x 14 negative is placed on the coated paper~ The pins 

are now replaced in tbeir original boles in the negative

paper sandwich and masking tape is placed on the opposite 

corners to bold tbe film-paper sandwich exactly in place. 

The pins are removed and the sandwich is placed under tbe 

16 x 16 incb sbeet of glass on the copystand board. The 

C-Clamps are placed on opposite sides of the negative-glass

board sandwich to insure proper contact of the negative with 

the emulsion. The exposure is made by simultaneously turn

ing on the copystand light and the timer. Single exposure 
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times for multiple printings witb continuous tone negatives 

range from two to seven minutes with the light at a height 

of eighteen inches. 

Developing tbe Paper 

Tbe exposed paper is removed to a tray of room temp

erature water. The paper is placed in the water in a U

shape to assure even coverage. The paper will be in the 

water--emulsion side up--for one minute or until the sen

sitizer floats into the water. Tbe print is then removed 

to the second tray and placed emulsion side down in the 

water where it is allowed to float for two or three minutes. 

The print can be checked for development progress during 

this time. Alternating tbe print from one used tray of wa

ter to a fresb one throughout development speeds the pro

cess. After development is completed, the print is dried 

as before. With the air movement caused by tbe fan, drying 

will take about fifteen minutes. 

Multiple Printing 

The use of continuous tone film necessitates several 

printings of the same negative. Once the first development 

is completed and the print is dry, a second color emulsion 

is mixed and applied to the print. The procedure is the 

same as the first in application, exposure and drying. The 



color sequence requires thought as it is generally more 

pleasing to apply tbe warmer colors first and finish witb 

the colder ones of blue and gray. The print is washed for 

thirty minutes after the final printing. 
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The importance of registration is very great with mul

tiple printings. If the pins and tape are used carefully, 

the image will be sharp and defined. If sufficient numbers 

of printings are done, the shadow densities will be deep and 

rich. In multiple printings some care is necessary to keep 

the highlights clean. If tbey seem muddy, they can be 

cleared with brush development. 

Brusb Development 

This technique differs from normal d~velopment in tbat 

the exposure time is lengthened to allow for manipulation of 

the print with a fine brush (number six) on the total print 

area or on the highlights only. If tbe color chart was done 

with adequate lengths of time, a good approximation of the 

lengthier development time will be available to the worker. 

PROBLEMS 

The most common problems to tbe novice gum bichro

rr.atist are the great amount of patience and time neded for 

the completion of a gum print. The printing must be thought 

of as a high contrast printing process which bas been adapt-
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ed to continuous tone printing. A line drawing effect can be 

obtained with Kodalith film in one printing or a master such 

as Demachy may obtain the desired effect in a single printing 

but usually three or four printings are required to obtain the 

complete tonal range possible with the continuous tone nega-. 

tive. Table II shows other problems common to gum bichromate 

TABLE II 

PROBLEiv1S 

Difficulty in printing full 
tonal range 
Paper staining 
Flaking 
Excess/inadequate color in 
image 
Emulsion erosion 

Brush marks or hair in emul
sion 
Respiratory problems 

Skin ulcers 
Loss of fine detail 
Non-sensitive emulsion 
Uneven emulsion color 
Degenerated highlights 
Inadequate shadow density 
Emulsion won't develop 

Registration difficulty 

CAUSES 

Film contrast excessive 

Unsized paper 
Excessively thick emulsion 
Over/under-exposure of print 

Underexposure or excessive 
brush development 
Poor quality brushes 

Inadequate formaldehyde 
ventilation 
Sensitivity to bichromate 

Excessively thick emulsion 
Emulsion not refrigerated 
Poorly mixed emulsion 

Overexposure 
Too few printings 
Light source overheating 
emulsion 
Inadequate or uneven sizing 
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printing which will be discussed individually in the follow

ing text. The number of problems is no more extensive than 

in silver printing; finding tbe solution to eacb of them adds 

immeasurably to a pragmatic knowledge of all pbotographic 

printing. 

Difficulty in Printing Full Tonal Range 

A sbort tonal ranged print is nearly always due to a 

negative of excessive contrast or density. Tbe development 

of a gum print should not be equated with other kinds of pho

tographic development since the quality of tbe original neg

ative does not limit tbe depth of the print, but tbe density 

does. Very thin negatives can give fine results. The best 

negative for gum printing is one tbat contains full negative 

detail with a contrast that would be termed 11flat" for en

larging purposes. Thin, flat negatives print best in tbis 

process due to the slowness of tbe sensitizer and tbe need 

to avoid the excessively long exposure times wbich a dense 

negative requires. 

Crawford formulated a simple method for manipulating 

the contrast of the gum print from a flat, continuous tone 

negative. He said that the shadow density could be increased 

without changing the highlights by decreasing the exposure 

time so that only the shadows become insoluble. To increase 

toe density in the highlights without affecting the print's 
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sbadows, tbe amount of pigment may be decreased in tbe coat

ing solution and tbe exposure increased. An expansion of bis 

techniques is sbown in Table III. 

Paper Staining 

This is not a problem witb monochromatic prints, but 

tbe residue left by eacb successive coating muddies tbe bigb

ligbts unless sizing bas been thoroughly done beforehand. 

The amount of pre-soaking will depend on tbe paper. Rives 

BFK, for example, bas a very stiff fiber structure that will 

shrink only with a very bot pre-soak of tbirty minutes. 

Paper staining can also be due to overexposure and can 

be remedied only be discarding the print and starting a new 

one. Before tbe print is discarded, tbe worker may try add

ing a small amount of ammonia to tbe water. Tbis will some

times clear the stain adequately. 

Flaking 

Tbe emulsion may flake during or after development and 

is due to either too much gum in the emulsion or an emulsion 

too thickly coated on the paper. Either will give a coarse, 

grainy appearance to the image which is not desirable except 

for certain special effects. 

Excess or Inadequate Color 

The print witb one of these problems is either over-
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or under-exposed. Overexposure may be corrected with brusb 

development but tbe print will sbow tbe brusb marks and bave 

a grainier appearance due to tbe manipulation. Too weak an 

image can be reprinted with tbe same or a different color. 

TABLE III 17 

Ingredients in Sensitive Coating 

Increase 

Pigment 
Shadow values deepen. Higb 
lights may stain and require 
forced development. 
Sensitizer 

Thins coating mixture and re
sults in less pigment depos
ited on tbe print. Contrast 
is poor. Does not affect pig
ment's tendency to stain. 

Gum 
Holds more pigment witbout 
staining. Coating may flake 
off during development. 

Decrease 

Highligbts develop easily 
but contrast is poor. Lit
tbe sbadow density. 

Inadequate sensitivity. 
Prints only in the shadows. 
Coating mixture too thick, 
causing flaking. Does not 
affect pigment's tendency 
to stain. 

Thinner coating witb more 
tendency to stain. Sets 
slowly. 

Emulsion Erosion 

The emulsion which wasbes away may be- another result 

of underexposure or of excess brush development. Develop-

17~~/illiam Crawford, The Keeners of Lir;ht: A History 
and \'/orkins Guide to Early Photographic Processes, p. 209. 
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ment may be halted by removing the print from the water and 

laying it face up on a flat slanted surface for twenty min

utes. If the image is strong enough, it may then be dried 

and printed again. \•fhen brush development is used, the print 

is stroked lightly witb the brush while covered with water. 

This gentle development will be less noticeable when the 

print is done; a harsher method allows the water to be re

moved during the brush manipulation. This will leave signif

icant brush marks. 

The accomplished gum bichromatist usually avoids these 

time-consuming measures by determining proper exposures with 

a test print of several exposure times ranging from two to 

fifteen minutes. An exposure time which allows thirty min

utes of development usually gives the best reproduction of 

tones. This figure may vary depending on the original neg

ative, the water temperature, the number of tray changes and 

the desired image. If the development is becoming too long, 

a few milliliters of ammonia may be added to the water to 

soften the hardened gum enough to complete proper developing. 

Emulsion Impurities 

Brush marks or hair in the emulsion are the result of 

poor quality watercolor brushes. Grumbacher and Windsor 

Newton brushes are expensive but save hours of time wasted 

on a print which must be discarded. The overlapping strokes 



used in' bichromate coating can be mastered with a little 

practice and a good quality brush. 

Respiratory Problems 
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Serious health hazards can result if formaldehyde is 

used indoors or without proper ventilation. It is best to 

do the paper hardening outside; the paper can then be safely 

dried indoors. Due to its highly toxic and pungent vapor, 

formaldehyde attacks the mucous membranes of the eyes,· nose 

and throat causing intense irritation. 

Skin Ulcers 

Skin ulcers and otber skin irritations may occur in 

persons sensitive to cbromates. Cbromates are bigbly poi

sonous and are readily absorbed by tbe skin·. Tbe rubber 

gloves should be worn wben handling the sensiti~er. The 

mixing of the sensitizer should be done outdoors. To avoid 

breathing tbe dust of the crystals, a mask may be worn and 

tbe face and bands should be washed carefully afterwards. 

At the end of a printing session, it is a good practice to 

wash the hands with a carbolic soap and rinse with hydrogen 

peroxide. 

Loss of Fine Detail 

Fine detail is lost in an excessively thick emulsion 

which may eliminate all but the broadest image. Even more 
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detail may be lost wben tbe print is finished and begins to 

flake. The proper thickness is a thin coating smoothly ap

plied until brush marks are gone from the wet paper. To 

understand why a thick emulsion will not reproduce tbe fine 

detail, one must understand the physical and cbemical pro-

cesses which occur during exposure and development. 

Suspended in the gum are ammonium bichromate and a 
pigment. vfuen exposed to ultraviolet light, the ammon
ium bichromate reacts witb the gum and the pigment, 
causing the exposed areas to harden and become insol
uble. They attacb to tbe paper's sizing and to the 
paper's surface as well. Areas tbat receive no ultra
violet light (highlights) drop off when developed. 
f.1iddle tonal areas retain varying layers of soluble and 
insoluble (hardened) emulsion, depending on tbe densi
ties of the negative. These middle areas can be con
trolled and furtber altered during development. Sha
dow areas harden completely, attaching to the paper. 18 

vfuile it is true that gum bichromate takes a certain 

amount of finesse to control, the most important decision 

which relates to fine detail is tbe choice of image. Gum 

bichromate bas long been known as a process which cannot 

represent fine detail. The subject chosen for this process 

should not be highly detailed, but should be one which has a 

"pinhole camera quality". l9 This contemporary expert said 

also that the early texts stated it appropriately when they 

18suda House, Artistic Photographic Processes (Wor
cester: Davis Publications, Inc., 1980), p. 62. 

l9David Scopick, The Gum Bichromate Book (Rochester: 
Light Impressions Corporation, 1978), p. 4~ 



suggested that the photographer should attempt to render 

charm of form as opposed to detail. 

Non-Sensitive Emulsion 

This is a relative term since ammonium bichromate is 
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a much slower sensitizer than the photographer is accustomed 

to in the silver process. The speed of the sensitized paper 

depends on the solubility of the bichromate or, in other 

words, on the number of bichromate ions that can be put into 

solution. The speed also depends on the pH of the solution. 

Printing speed decreases as the pH level rises--increased 

alkalinity changes the bichromate into the much less sensi

tive monochromate. This is precisely what occurs when the 

bichromate is not-refrigerated. After four to six hours, 

the bichromate's speed is so reduced that the solution is 

useless and the bichromate's color will have ch.anged from 

bright orange to a dull brown. 20 

Uneven Emulsion Color 

Streaks of heavy pigment in the emulsion are a sure 

indication of a poorly mixed emulsion which also causes the 

emulsion to be difficult to apply evenly. _Exact measure-

ments are necessary in equalizing the sensitizer and gum 

20navid Scopick, The Gum Bichromate Book, p. 203. 
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arabic because the supply of gum must be enough to act as a 

supplementary size while tbe amount of bichromate must be 

sufficient to give the paper proper printing speed. Two 

steps are important in this procedure. The same measuring 

graduate should be used for the sensitizer and the tacky gum 

without having washed the graduate after measuring the gum. 

The second step is to stir the mixture thoroughly or, better 

yet, to shake it in a small capped bottle. After this sol

ution is completely mixed, tbe pigment is stirred into tbe 

emulsion thoroughly. 

Degenerated Highlights 

\fuen overexposure bas resulted in a stained print, the 

highlights will a1so degenerate. The stai~ing bas been dis

cussed previously and may be eliminated as a cause if proper 

sizing is done. Overexposure can also be eliminated as a 

cause if some thought is given to· the factors which determine 

proper exposure time--the density of the negative, the thick

ness of the emulsion and the amount of pigment and sensitizer 

used. 

There is a standard degree of thickness necessary 
for rapid and even coating • • • great depth of color 
can be got with a small portion, say, of red chalk or 
lampblack, whilst a far greater bulk of color is needed 
with the sepias, Van Dyck brown, bistre, or umber ••• 
It follows therefore, that more bichromate has to be 
added to a sepia misture to dilute it to proper fluid
ity than woula be required for lampblack, because the 



smaller bulk used of tbe latter gives a mucb thinner 
consistency. 21 

It becomes evident that there are few formulae which 
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will work for everyone using gum bichromate; tbe artist takes 

some basic formulae and works the process out for himself. 

The basic formula for a gum mono-print is equal amounts of 

bichromate and gum. This ratio will work well for single 

printings and can also be used in multiple printings. Dou-

bling the amount of ammonium bichromate in successive print-

ings will allow the build-up of emulsion layers if the pig

ment is reduced as well. Overdevelopment, then, will not 

occur if standardization is maintained for tbe emulsion 

thickness, negative density and pigment-sensitizer ratio. 

Inadequate Shadow Density 

The shadows will nearly always be unsatisfactory in a 

mono-print. The first printing will always look very pale 

and washed out, have flat tones in the shadows and generally 

be thoroughly unsatisfactory. In continuous tone gum print

ing, rich deep shadows will only be obtained with multiple 

printings. An example of a sequence of color for multiple 

printing is red, red and black, burnt sienna and black. Each 

artist will find a palette of colors which is suitable for 

his imagery. 

21navid Scopick, The Gum Bichromate Book, p. 40. 
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Unsaturated Color 

Tbis problem can be due to too few printings but is 

most often tbe result of poor quality watercolors. Tbe ser-

ious worker should not waste time and materials on inferior 

colors. Botb Grumbacher and Windsor Newton give very good 

results and have a heavy pigment to gum ratio wbicb results 

in saturated colors. 

Since these are expensive materials, the bicbromatist 

should begin with a basic palette of permanent colors and 

add others for special imagery. A basic palette might in

clude lampblack, alizarin crimson, monastral blue (thalo 

blue), cadmium yellow, burnt sienna, raw sienna, raw umber 

and burnt umber. 22 Crawford warns tbat Prussian blue is 

chemically incompatible with cadmiums or vermillions and 

that chrome colors may be chemically incompatible with cer-

tain organic pigments or with the sensitizer. Emerald green 

is poisonous and is not to be mixed with any other colors 

for chemical reasons. All other pigment colors may be mixed 

from alizarin crimson, monastral blue and cadmium yellow-

or as close as it is possible to mix tbe other colors. 

The artist should know that some colors are not perm-

22William Crawford, The Keepers of Light: A History 
and Working Guide to Early Photographic Processes, p. 302. 
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anent and their use can be disappointing. Some colors that 

are not guaranteed to be permanent are carmine, chrome lemon, 

Vandyke brown, chrome yellow, rose carthame, mauve, Prussian 

blue, crimson lake, purple lake, gamboge, Hooker's green

light, violet carmine and Rose Dare. 

Emulsion Won't Develop 

The causes of this problem are excess exposure time or 

overheating by the light source. Any of the suitable light 

sources such as sunlamps, the sun, photoflood bulbs or car

bon arc lights will work if properly timed and used. The 

photoflood was the only light source used by the writer since 

it does not fluctuate in intensity and can easily be mounted 

at eighteen inches above the paper. This beight and a pro

per exposure time will give correct development without bak

ing the emulsion so tbat it is not removable. 

Registration Difficulty 

Multiple printing can only be done on sized paper be

cause of registration difficulties when the unsized paper 

shrinks and no longer fits the negative image. Any multiple 

gum print with an image of more than 4 x 5 inches should be 

pre-soaked, sized and hardened. Alternate methods of sizing 

used by other artists are Faultless Spray Starch, Elmer's 

Glue and Liquitex Gesso--diluted to brushing consistency for 
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ease in application. 23 

Several other methods of registration are used in gum 

printing which differ from the pin registration method of 

this paper. One of these centers the image and averages the 

shrinkage. Other methods may or may not work well; the meth

od of this paper worked consistently well for the writer. 

23suda House, Artistic Pbotograpbic Processes, p. 60. 



On Acting 

(Read "photography" for "instant" and "re-creation of 

content" for "acting"). 

So you should simply make tbe instant 

Stand out, without in tbe process biding 

What you are making it stand out from. 

Give your acting 

That progression of one-thing-after another, 

That attitude of 

Working up what you have taken on. In this way 

You will sbow tbe flow of events and also tbe course 

Of your work, permitting the spectator 

To experience this Now on many levels, corning from 

Previously and 

l~erging into Afterwards, also having mucb else Now 

Alongside it. He is sitting not only 

In your theatre but also 

In tbe World. 24 

---Bertolt Brecht, 1898-1956 

24 John Berger, About Looking (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1980), p. 61, quoting Brecht. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONTEMPORARY APPLICATIONS 

Theory 

The motivating force of the gum bichromate revival was 

best stated by Jay Goldkland, a student at Rochester Insti

tute of Technology in 1981. He said, "The usefulness of • 

alternative processes becomes apparent when the vocabulary of 

straight black and white photography becomes limiting." 25 

The restrictions of silver-based photography have be

come evident to a number of art photographers in past years. 

The British Creative Camera gave space to a complainant in 

1977. 

The question of process does raise. basic issues which 
photography still has to answer and that is the reliance 
on the commercially available rather than the individual 
manipulation of emulsion, paper, chemistry, etc., which 
are inherent parts of the medium hardly touched by even 
the new schools of photography, who for some strange rea
son felt that the factory emulsion of Kodak, Ilford or 
Dupont paper bas a greater purity or validity • • • If 
photography is to come to terms with process, photogra
phers must realize all the possibilities of the process 
they use and not rely on the dictates of ~ge factory 
rather than the immediacy of their band. 

The logical and probably most monetarily rewarding area 

2 5Photo~rapher's Forum, February-March, 1981, p. 5. 

26Gavin Nettleton, Creative Camera, February, 1977, 
p. 40. 
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for the contemporary photographer obviously lies in silver 

or color processes sold by the major pbotograpbic suppliers. 

The attraction of alternative processes lies witb the artist 

who wishes to expand tbe boundaries of photography to include 

methods which will allow for greater self-expression. The 

processes of cyanotype, bromoil, platinum, carbro and gum 

bichromate are examples of methods wbich can be used indi-

vidually or combined with other processes to create imagery 

unlike that which contemporary books, periodicals and elec-

trical media accustom us. 

During the past twenty years artists sucb as Todd 

Walker, Bea Nettles, David Scopick and Betty Hahn have cre

ated unique and beautiful works with gum bichromate printing. 

Correspondence with these artists appear in appendix II. 

Little similarity in their approaches to tbe medium or com

mon methodology are sbown. Gum bichromate printing is a 

medium highly adaptable to the individual artist as David 

Scopick explained in appendix II. 

Initially I did a lot of printing and whatever re
search was necessary to be able to print; secondly I 
did a lot of just research and looking. I guess it 
was sort of backwards to what is normal. However, I 
feel it's better that way. It provided for a spon
taneous approach that is internally motivated and val
idated. 

Important contemporary artists do not agree on method, 

nor do they agree on the two philosophies of gum printing. 

One says that the gum print should look as much as possible 
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like the silver print; the other maintains tbat experimental 

development of the image is the function of the artist. The 

only consensus on tbis point is that an artist usually begins 

with a gum print that resembles a silver print, realizes the 

many possibilities in the medium and begins to introduce 

variations to the process which will suit the imagery of this 

broader medium. 

Yet the straight gum print with an appearance of the 

silver print can be intriguing without variations and well 

worth the mastering of the process. Neblette said in 1927 

that there was a quality to a good gum print, particularly in 

the shadows, that made it superior to everything except pho

togravure. He described the shadows as having depth and 

richness without any gloss or muddiness. 27 

Tbree years earlier a photography periodical noted 

that the benefit of gum printing for the novice photographer 

was that it trained the eye to resolve a picture into grad

ations of tone. The author said also that in multi-color 

gum printing where it is necessary to lay on the paper the 

shadows, the halftones and the highlights with three sepa

rate printings--the idea of exposing and printing for indi-

27Photography: Its Principles and Practice, p. 511. 
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Tbe ideas just mentioned migbt lead one to believe that 

tbe methods learned in gum printing would tben be taken back 

to silver printing and its improvement. What more often 

bappens is tbat tbe artist interested in gum printing goes 

on to other non-silver processes as Andy Anderson noted in 

appendix II. He said that be was not now gum printing but 

was working 11 with about fifteen other non-silver processes 

from Daguerreotype to my own process of direct pboto-enam-

eling and experimenting with gum enameling. 11 

Otber artists wbo bave at one time done gum printing 

now work in experimental pbotograpbic media. Todd Walker, 

in appendix II, said that bis principal directions now are 

silkscreen and offset lithography. Bea Nettles now works 

primarily in a contemporary by-product of gum printing, 

Kwik-Print, which will be discussed later. 

As might be expected, the imagery of these contem

porary artists is not that of a century ago. Pictorialist 

photographers of tbe late twentieth century are not necess

arily gum bichromatists. The demise of Camera Work seemed 

the death knell for both pictorial photography and gum bi

chromate printing. The softness associated with pictor-

2811Technical and Scientific Notes", Camera, Vol. 29, 
December, 1924, p. 379. 
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ialism continued, however, with the advent of the new minia

ture cameras of 1930. The image was wooly, unsharp and re

sulted in a grainy print. This image sounds ideal for the 

pictorialist but the 35 millimeter size negative was much 

too small to be contact printed so tbe control processes re

mained obscure 

The miniature cameras soon received faster, finer

grained film emulsion; then a soft focus lens became nec

essary to capture the pictorial image. At tbe same time the 

f/64 Photography Group began to define tbe purpose of pho

tography to be the creation of images with extreme depth of 

field and critical definition; the subjects, however, were 

quite often similar to the pictorialists. 

The most noted of this group was Ansel Adams. His 

pictorial landscapes such as "Moonrise over Her~andez, New 

Mexico'' have sold at five figure prices at auctions and are 

only now beginning to sell at lower figures. During the 

period of f/64 to the present, pictorial landscape photog

raphy remained popular in Britain, its traditional borne. 

Camfield and Deirdre Wills have written on non-silver art

ists there. They included Katherine M. Parsons, M. 0. Dell, 

Bill Brandt and two bromoilists--G. L. Hawkins and Arnold 

Erookes. The Wills also included Will Till of South Africa, 

~~dreas Feinegar and Frank R. Fraprie of The United States 
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and Frances Wu of Hongkong. 29 

In other parts of tbe world the methods and images of 

a more leisurely era continue. Susan Sontag, the foremost 

American photography critic, maintains that tbey are gaining 

stature in The United States as well. Sontag wrote that the 

"crucial moment" exponent of fast photography, Henri Car-

tier-Bresson thougbt that the instrument of fast seeing may 

be too fast. 

Tbe cult of the future (of faster and faster see -
ing) alternates with the wish to return to a more ar
tisanal past--when images still had a handmade quality, 
an aura. This nostalgia for some pristine state of the 
photographic enterprise underlies the current enthusiasm 
for • • • the work of forgotten nineteenth-and-early
twentieth century provincial and commercial photogra
phers. 30 

The multitude of fleeting photographic images seen 

everywhere in modern life have a transiency not only in the 

length of time they command attention but in the length of 

time they are bright enough to enjoy. The subject of this 

paper, gum bichromate printing, began as an effort to ere-

ate a permanent image and its revival depends heavily on 

the fact that it is a proven archival process. One artist 

wrote of a gum print which was stapled to a tree for eight 

29History of Photogranhy: Techniques and Equipment, 
p. 90. 

30susan Sontag, On Photo~ranhy (New York: Dell Pub
lishing Co., Inc., 1985}, p. 1~2 



months where it was subjected to the weather and intense 

sunlight. At the end of the period, the print bad not 

fogged although the paper bad been damaged. 3l 
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The wonderful qualities of the gum print have been 

evaluated for more than a century and have been found to be 

as permanent as the support--a most unusual characteristic 

in photography. \metber their imagery is pictorial, ab-

stract or realistic, the control processes wbicb include gum 

bichromate will certainly continue to be the basis for 

worthwhile imagery. 

In the last issues of Camera Work, Paul Strand's pho

to-realistic images ended pictorialism and gum bichromate in 

America. Strand was the most adamant and vehement opponent 

of pictorial bichromate. Ironically Strand lived long enough 

to see the return of gum printing and pictoria~ism--the 

worst enemies of photography, be bad said. His lengthy dia

tribe, written in 1923, is excerpted in appendix I • 

.Nearly sixty years later, Janet Malcolm, photography 

critic for the New Yorker, wrote that the new enemy of pho

tography was photo-realist imagery. (See appendix I.) Pho-

tographers and critics come and go while pictorialism and 

gum printing seem to continue to be attractive ideas in ere-

31.Alida },ish Cronin, "The Gum Bichromate Photographic 
Process", Camera, February, 1979, p. 10. 
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ating classic imagery. 

Variance 

From the writer's research, correspondence and own 

work in bichromate bas come a definite idea of tbe cbarac-

teristics of a typical gum bicbromatist. Tbe most outstand

ing and noticeable trait is tbe total independence of these 

artists of whatever art style which may be fashionable and 

their involvement in broadening tbe imagery by experimen-

tation with whatever photographic means they can discover. 

The non-silver photographic worker will not agree that his 

imagery must be that of the prevailing marketplace. 

These characteristics cause tbe literature on non-

silver processes to be most unspecific after the basic chem-

istry, techniques and material sources are described. One 

example of the style of a typical instructive book on non

silver processes was written by Franklin I. Jordan in 1937. 

A paragraph by Jordan gives an idea of tbe relaxed and ex

perimental methods inherent to the media; Jordan's comfort-

able style of of conversational instruction is quite unlike 

contemporary instructive manuals on photography. 

You can print your red or yellow or blue first, as 
you think best. This will be better if an opaque col
or, but your subsequent printing will have to be trans
parent colors to get the blending effect • • • for the 
most part experienced workers judge the strength of 
color by the eye, by dabbing it on plain paper ••• • 
If you feel you have to work this process (gum bichro
mate) by rule and rote, it is a pretty good indication 
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that you are temperamentally unfitted to it. 32 

Jordan also suggested tbat light colors print faster 

than dark ones and that tbe blue end of tbe spectrum prints 

faster than tbe red, as might be expected. 

Another source which is similar in casualness was pub-

lisbed in 1921 by tbe Pboto-Pictorialists of Buffalo. This 

prestigious photography club presumed that every photogra

pher was familiar with tbe gum bichromate process. The au

thors exuded enthusiasm if not scientific fact; tbey show 

little knowledge, for example, of pigment permanency. To 

imagine these men working in a systematized, dogged, re-

strictive routine is difficult. Wben mucb work bad been 

done and the image began to disappear, tbeir advice was: 

"If the print is slightly underexposed and ·tbe gum runs 

slightly during drying, a vibrating effect results similar 

to that given by painting in broken touches rather than in 

smooth strokes. 33 

This is tbe necessary state of mind for a gum bichro

mate printer, one who bas the time to see interesting imag-

ery in a failed print. It is similar to the painter who 

wants to produce an effect of great richness and depth. To 

32Pnotographic Control Processes (New York: Galleon 
Publishers, Inc., 1937), p. 38. 

33Photo-Pictorialists of Buffalo, Pictorial Landscaue 
Photosrauhy (Boston: American Photographic ~ublishing Com
pany, 1921), p. 214. 
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attain this, tbe painter must paint over and over the image 

with successive layers of transparent pigments so as to give 

tbe effect of looking througb instead of at the image. Tbe 

same technique is used by the multiple gum printer for a 

similar effect. 

Contemporary gum bicbromatists appear to possess tbe 

qualities and frame of mind just described. Tbeir imagery 

is sometimes pictorial but more often it reflects an ab

stract idea executed in gum bichromate or a combination of 

processes. 

The contemporary bicbromatist more nearly resembles 

Demachy wbose subjects were primarily concerned with ar

tistic effect rather than specific subject matter such as 

Kuhn's multi-colored portraits and landscapes or Kasebier's 

domestic scenes. The subjects of these historic gum prints 

seem to be of little importance, however, in the prices now 

offered at auction; Kasebier's and Kuhn's prints typically 

bring from $800 to ~5,000 in the current revival of atten

tion to non-silver processes. 

This timely appreciation of bichromate prints has en

couraged photographers to tackle the process and feel free 

to introduce their own innovations. Each artist will in

evitably find his own variations after using the process. 

The writer's variations are described in the following text. 
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Tbe variations should be used as an introduction to tbe pro

cess. The novice may then expect the practice of tbe pro

cess to suggest many other variations. 

Tbe variations to be discussed have been placed in six 

categories of procedure for ease of reference. These are 

Development, Emulsion, Exposure, Pigment, Presentation and 

Support. Tbe writer will also briefly describe related gum 

bichromate processes after the variations. 

Development 

Two procedures used in silver printing can also be 

accomplished in gum bichromate. Solarization of the print 

is done during tbe water development with tbe print in the 

tray of water being placed under the photo-flood bulb once 

the development is half done. 

Reticulation of the emulsion grain is cau·sed by mov

ing the developing print from a very cold tray of water to 

a very bot one and back again to the cold one. This pro

cedure works best on a slightly overexposed print. 

Interesting effects may be obtained by leaving the 

print in the developing water overnight or for several 

hours. The color will collect unpredictably so it is best 

to use this procedure on an experimental print and not on 

an important one. 

Several methods of changing the appearance of the 
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standard print during development are possible. Tbe artist 

may spray tbe print witb water to force development. A num~ 

ber six watercolor brusb can be used to remove or enhance 

local areas of the print. Tbe print may also be agitated 

during development or bave granular substances sucb as saw

dust added to tbe development water. The sawdust movement 

will cause a more drastic development and give a barsber, 

grainy effect. 

Emulsion 

Normally the emulsion is applied very smoothly with

out brush marks. For special effects or imagery, one may 

instead stipple the emulsion for a more impressionistic 

effect. On the other band, a sharp define~ image results 

from coating tbe paper's emulsion with a paint sprayer or 

airbrush. Depending on the image, diagonal hat~hings or 

circular applications of the emulsion may be used to ad~ 

vantage. The emulsion may also be applied much more thick

ly than usual so that during development flaking will occur. 

Tbe flaking should be planned in advance and will work for 

a limited number of images. 

The writer has found that after the initial printing 

color may be applied to small areas with good effect. An

other color variation for the second printing is the appli

cation of adjacent colors. For example, a landscape may 
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have the top half covered in blue and the bottom half in 

green with some feathering to eliminate tbe dividing line •. 

Usually gum printing is done on dry paper but an air

brush finish may result wben the emulsion is applied to 

damp, blotted paper and processed normally. One untried 

suggestion is that cold emulsion be applied to the paper. 

Tbe cold emulsion does not soften the paper's gelatin sizing 

so that tbe image seems to appear on top of the paper not to 

have sunk into it. 

Exposure 

The typical gum bichromate exposure uses a negative 

the size of the desired finished image for contact print

ing. Other procedures may be used equally well sucb as a 

collage of whatever materials the artist wishes to incor

porate into the print. One Texas Woman's University pho

tographer, Robin History, finished ber multiple printing 

collage with a Color-Xerox to obtain a single-planed image 

with a glossy finish. Montage may be as simple as folding 

the paper in half before exposure of one image, then expos

ing the second image on the reverse side. Multiple print

ing also allows many images to be used in tbe same print 

either as sandwiches or in adjacent areas. 

Two methods of variation on the second printing were 
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used by the writer. In the first, the print is coated, 

dried and laid face down for exposure. The partially fin

ished print will act as its own negative and allow the den

ser areas to print without affecting the negative areas. 

The second technique is to coat a slightly flat silver print 

with emulsion and expose with the same negative as was used 

for the silver print. This gives the definition of the sil

ver print and the color and depth of the bichromate print 

and is the same approach used by the gum-platinum printers 

of the Photo-Secession. 

No negatives are required for gum bichromate photo

grams nor are texture screens needed when materials of lin

ear interest are placed directly on the coated paper. Wire 

screening, lace, feathers or leaves and grasses may be used 

alone or with a negative. This kind of image may be vig

netted or moved during exposure for variation. Exposure 

times for these materials should be approximately the same 

as for a very dense negative. 

The writer has chosen to use only continuous tone 

negatives for this paper but in past work bas found that 

Kodalith negatives can be used for interesting imagery. 

When a Kodalith negative is used for the second printing, 

after an initial printing with continuous tone film, a mon

tage effect is created. The Kodalith is best suited to 
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creating imagery which never existed outside the darkroom. 

The writer arranged two Kodalith negatives together to give 

a bas relief effect to an architectural study. 

Highly unusual imagery bas been created by artists wbo 

chose to mask segments of tbe image before exposure witb art 

masking fluid, rubylitb film or rubber cement. Tbe art 

masking fluid works best and most unobtrusively while tbe 

rubber cement is most obvious and cannot be used in small 

areas. The rubylitb film can be bought in sheets and cut 

to tbe desired shapes and reused. These substances are used 

for the same purposes as "dodging" and "burning-in" in sil

ver printing. Dodging and burning-in cannot be done by tbe. 

silver methods so_all alterations must be done to the neg

ative. 

Pigment 

All variations in the pigment of gum bichromate print

ing are limited to colors which are water soluble. Witb 

this limitation in mind, the variations may be done before, 

during or after application of the pigment. Wbite pigment 

is never used in gum printing unless it is used on dark pa

per to create a reverse or negative image. The pigments 

in multiple printing must be transparent ones so that the 

buildup of colors adds depth; opacity flattens the print to 

a one-dimensional image. 
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If tbe print is to be a collage, tbe materials may be 

secured to the paper before tbe emulsion is applied to tbe 

paper. The emulsion may als.o be applied over a drawing or 

sketch to add color to tbe black and white image. 

Most often the watercolor pigment is replaced by 

gouache, tempera or water-based inks. Gouache is not trans

parent and is best used in a single coating or in a mul

tiple printing of two different images. The SHIVA block

printing inks come in colors and create an appearance not 

normally associated with gum prints. Tempera-colored 

prints are very bright and bold mono-prints. 

Finely ground powdered mineral pigments such as gold, 

silver or mica may be added to tbe watercolored emulsion. 

They may also be added to the last development water and 

swirled on by tipping the tray. After tbe pri~t is devel

oped and dried, watercolors may be painted on tbe total 

print or local areas. A gloss acrylic medium applied to 

tbe finished print will add sheen to the print. 

Support 

The base or support of a print should always be a 

material which will not shrink during the long process. 

The obvious choices of variation is in the paper's texture, 

color or thickness. The rough papers are highly satisfac

tory because of their tooth to which the emulsion will ad-
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bere. Their effect on imagery, however, is very broad and 

not suitable for a print wbere fine detail is wanted. The 

smooth paper's image is defined and will easily allow as 

much fine detail as is possible in gum printing. Most gum 

prints are done on white paper although a cream or buff pa

per may be better suited to a particular image. It is very 

unusual to see a gum print done on any other color paper 

except the black of a negative print. Another paper alter

native is that of using a fiber-based silver printing paper 

or a Kwik-Print sheet for a smooth finish print. 

The paper weight most often used in gum printing is a 

medium weight watercolor paper. Other papers wbich have 

successfully been used are lithography paper, rice paper 

and 100% rag drawing paper. An interesting effect might be 

achieved on domestic wallpaper which bas been ~ized for tbe 

paste. 

Gum printing may also be done on surfaces other tban 

paper. IvJetals, ceramics and fibers have been used by art

ists in tbis media although the writer bas not done so. 

Fabric gum bichromate's most serious problem is that the 

emulsion tends to break away from tbe support when it is 

bent or folded. 

Related Processes 

The procedures dealt with in the last segment involve 
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gum bichromate printing techniques combined with several 

other printing methods and tend to produce a "Pop Art" im

agery. Suda House 34 described these processes as deriving 

from the paintings of Andy Warhol and the lithographs of 

Robert Rauscbenberg. In the "solvent transfer" process a 

magazine image is transferred to another support and used 

with gum bichromate images to complete tbe print. 

The choice of transfer solutions depends on whether 

the image is to be lifted from coated or uncoated paper. 

Lacquer thinner, lighter fluid and Carbona Spot Remover will 

transfer the image but are objectionable because of their 

fumes and watery consistency. House suggests that the best 

choice for uncoat~d paper is silkscreen extender base while 

lacquer thinner is best for coated stock. To transfer an 

image, the color page is laid face down on the .transfer pa

per after it is coated with tbe solvent. A metal spoon 

back is used, as in brass rubbing, to transfer tbe image to 

the paper. When the transfer is completed, the excess sol-· 

vent is cleaned off the paper. 

A bromoil-like process can be done by exposing a pos

itive instead of a negative and then developing until the 

bichromate stain is gone. The print is then put into 100-

34Artistic Photographic Processes, p. 95. 
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degree water to whicb a small amount of ammonia bas been 

added to raise an emulsion relief. Tbe print is then blot

ted and dusted witb very fine powdered pigment. Tbe powdered 

pigment may also be brushed on for more saturated color~ Tbe 

pigment will adbere only to tbe negative image relief. 

Tbe tbird alternative is a grapbics art process orig

inally used for proofing offset negatives before a color 

printing job was done. It is now called Kwik-Print and can 

be obtained from Ligbt Impressions, 131 Gould Street, Ro

chester, New York. A trial kit may be obtained wbicb in

cludes dimensionally stable vinyl sbeets, Kwik-Print Bright-

ener,Aqua Ammonia, a Kwik-Print block applicator, cotton 

wipes and tbree ligbt-sensitive colors--magenta, lemon yel-

low and medium blue. Tbe kit does not contain instructions 

so a source sucb as Breaking tbe Rules 35 or Artistic Pbo

tograpbic Processes 36 is necessary for tbe novice. Tbe 

emulsion is an ammonium bichromate solution wbicb incorpo-

rates color and driers to speed the process. 

Tbe vinyl sbeets come in sizes ranging from 8 x 10 to 

54 x 75 incbes witb tbree types o£ surfaces for eitber line 

or continuous tone negatives. The colored emulsions come in 

35Bea Nettles, Breaking tbe Rules: A Pboto Media Cook
book (Rochester: Ligbt Impressions Corporation, 1977), p. 31. 

~6 

) 3uda House, p. 77. 
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fifteen colors and can be used alone or with the Clear Ex

tender to create other colors. The Extender can also be 

used with watercolors. The ammonia is used to speed devel

opment while tbe Brightener reduces overexposed prints. 

The attractive features of Kwik-Print are that many 

of the problems of gum bichromate printing are eliminated. 

Because of the dimensionally stable vinyl sbeets, there is 

no staining, shrinkage of paper or delicacy of swollen emul

sion. Overexposed prints may be rescued, developing time 

is reduced and force developing does not damage tbe vinyl 

sheets. 

The negative aspects of Kwik-Print are that the ar

chival value of plastic-based prints is questionable, the 

process is expensive and the Kwik-Print image on vinyl is 

quite unlike the traditional control processes •. To elim

inate one of these problems, the artist may successfully 

apply Kwik-Print colors to a good quality artist's paper. 

This solution, unfortunately, revives the sizing and hard

ening problems of gum bichromate printing. Bea Nettles 

suggests the sizing on a paper Kwik-Print be done with El

mer's Glue or acrylic medium. 

The popularity of Kwik-Print and the revival of the 

many historic control processes from 1970 to the present 

time seem to recapitulate the entire history of photography 
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for tbe writer. Earlier in tbe paper a 1927 Camera editor 

maintained that a course in multiple gum printing should be 

included in the training of a photographer for reasons of 

tonal and compositional instruction. The writer has found 

the literature study, tbe practice of gum bichromate print

ing and tbe correspondence witb contemporary artists to be 

invaluable for quite different reasons. In studying tbe 

processes from tbeir beginning in tbe 1850s to tbe present 

day, one gains a larger view of pbotograpbic bistory--tbe 

chemistry, tbe materials and the artists of tbe medium. 

As the developing of a silver print appears magical 

to the observing photographer, so tbe evolving of photog

raphy to its overwhelmingly important place in modern com

munications and art bas seemed magical to the writer. Tbe 

deciphering of tbe language, history and imagery of gum bi

chromate printing bas left an image of tbe bichromate print 

as symbol of all photography--a contemporary Rosetta Stone. 



APPENDIX I 



Painterly Photographs 

Perhaps no stronger--or more ludicrous-demonstrations 

of photography's mimetic relationship to painting exists 

than its recent appropriation of Photo-Realist art. The 

color snapshots of campers and frozen-custard stands and 

tract houses that the Photo-Realist painters took, blew up, 

and painstakingly rendered in oil or acrylic are now being 

retaken by avant-garde photographers and--without further 

ado, sometimes still dripping with the Polaroid fluid-

rushed to the avant-garde galleries. Official sanction for 

this new school of photography comes from the Museum of Mod-

ern Art in the Spring of 1976. 

Janet Malcolm, Diana & Nikon: Essays on the Aesthetic 
of Photography (Boston: David R. Godine, 1980)~. 87. 
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The Art IJiotive in Photography 

(From an address delivered at the Clarence White School of 

Photography by Paul Strand in 1923). 

Compared with this so-called pictorialism, expecially 

the unoriginal, unexperimental pictorialism which today fills 

salons •••• Compared with this so-called pictorial pho

tography, all done in the name of art and God knows what, a 

simple record in the National Geographic Magazine, a Druot 

reproduction of a painting or an aerial photographic record 

is an unmixed relief. They are honest, direct, and some

times informed with the beauty, however unintentional ••• 

Gums, oils, soft-focus lenses, these are the worst 

enemies, not of photography which can vindicate itself eas

ily and naturally, but of photographers. The whole photo

graphic past and present, wi tb few exceptions, ·bas been 

weakened and sterilized by the use of these things. Between 

tbe past and present, however, remember that there is this 

distinction--that in the past tbese extrinsic methods were 

perhaps necessary as a part of photographic experimentation 

and clarification. But there is no such excuse for their · 

continued use today. Men like Kuhn and Steichen, who were 

masters of manipulation and diffusion, have themselves aban

doned this interference because they found the result was a 

meaningless mixture, not painting, and certainly not pho-
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tography. And yet photograpbers go right on today gumming 

and oiling and soft-focusing without a trace of that skill 

and conviction wbich these two men possess, who have aban

doned it. And tbere is no reason why they should not amuse 

themselves. It merely has nothing to do with pbotography, 

nothing to do with painting, and is a product of a miscon

ception of botb. For this is what these processes and ma

terials do--oil and gum introduce a paint feeling, a thing 

even more alien to pbotography than color is in an etching, 

and Lord knows, a colored etching is enough of an abomin

ation. ~ introducing a pigment texture you kill the ex

traordinary differentiation of textures possible to photog

raphy and you destroy the subtleties of tonalities. With 

your soft-focus lens you destroy the solidity of your forms, 

likewise all differentiation of textures; and the line dif

fused is no longer a line, for a significant line, that is, 

one that really bas a rhythmic emotional intensity, does not 

vibrate laterally but back, in a third dimension. You see, 

it is not a question of pure or straight photography from a 

moral point of view. It is simply that the physical, de

monstrable results from the use of unphotographic methods do 

not satisfy, do not live, for the reason I have mentioned. 

The formless balated quality of light which you get at such 

cost with a soft-focus lens will not satisfy. The simpli-
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fication so easily achieved witb it and witb these manipu-

lative processes will not satisfy. It is all much too easy, 

as I know, because I bave been through tbe mill myself. I 

have made gum-prints, five printings, and I bave Wbistlered 

with a soft-focus lens. It is nothing to be asbamed of. I 

bad to go through the experience for myself at a time when 

the true meaning of photography bad not crystallized, was 

not so sharply defined as it is today, a crystallization, 

by the way, which is the result not of talk and theorizing 

but of work actually done. 

Viki Goldberg, Photography in Print: Writings from 
1816 to the Present (New York: Simon & Schuster, l98n-;
pp. 27b-281, quot_ing Paul Strand. 
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tnternat;onal 
\1useu,., ot 

P~otcgraohv ar 
George 

Eastman 
House 

300 Eas! Ave.,ue 
Rcc~.ester. New Yor~ 

14607 
716 271-3361 

Library 

Janet Foss 
Box 22970 
TWU Station 
Denton, TX 76204 

Dear Ms. Foss: 

George Eastman House 

19 February 1982 

I regret to inform you that it will not be possible to 
send photocopies of the two unpublished manuscripts requested 
in your recent letter. According to Subsection 108(b) of 
the 1976 Copyright Law, reproduction of unpublished works is 
limited to purposes of preservation, security or deposit in 
another library or archives. I am not sure whether the 
Whipple title has been published since 1964 or if the author 
is still alive. If Leyland Whipple is still alive perhaps 
you could contact him directly for a copy of his work. 
(The forward notes So. Portland, Maine as the place of writing.) 

I'm sorry we cannot be of any assistance in this particular 
request. However, thank you for thinking of the Eastman 
House Library; please contact us again if we can be of future 
help in your research. 
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Sincerely, 

!J~J mc.Cl~ 
Gail McClain 
Head of Library Technical 

Services 
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28 September, 1981 

Dear Mr. Scopick, 
Thank you for The Gum Bichromate Book. It bas proven very 
useful in my :f\1aster' s Thesis, "A Research Study and Con

temporary Application of the Gum Bichromate Photographic 
Process". 

I hope to include historical perspective on alternate non
silver processes, sources of modern bichromate materials, 
and the most successful methods for tbe process as have 
been discovered by accomplished contemporary artists. 

After reading your book, trying your methods and including 
you in my bibliography, I hope also to include a brief re
view of the experiences you and artists such as Bea Nettles 

and Todd Walker have bad which caused the renewed interest 

in this century-old process. 

Would you be so kind as to sbare your comments with me for 
my thesis on the enclosed questions which have seemed im
portant to the bichromate printing I have done? I would 

very mucb appreciate all the information you would care to 
share and whatever else interests you about the process. 

Sincerely 

i=to!~ 
Box 22970 
TWU Station 
Denton, Texas 
76204 



l. Wbat first prompted you to do bichromate printing? 

2. Are you presently doing bicbromate printing? If you 
bave discontinued bichromate printing, are you now 
working with other non-silver processes? 

3. V/bat resources did you find for methods, materials and 
equipment? 

4. How does gum bichromate printing compare witb otber 
non-silver processes you may bave used? 

5. \'!bat do you see as the limitations of tbis process? 

6. Wbat specific qualities do you see as unique to gum 
bichromate printing? 

7. \"/ere you influenced by any particular pioneer in gum 
bichromate such as Demacby? 

8. Are your working methods similar to tbose described in 
V/illiam Crawford's Keepers o.f Ligbt? If not, wbat 
methods did you prefer and wby? 

Thank you so much .for your time and thoughtf~lness. 
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David Sc"picl) 

Ontario College of Art 
100 McCaul Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
CANADA i'15T lWl 

Janet Foss 
TWU Station 
Box 22970 
Denton, Texas 
U.S.A. 76204 

Dear Janet, 

November 4, 1981 

Thank you for your letter and your kind words about my 
book. Your plans and interests in photography sound 
very exciting. 

I apologize for the delay in my reply and hope that it 
has not inconvenienced you. I will try to assist you 
with the information you requested, but will keep my 
responses brief in the hope it will be sufficient for 
present. I will answer each of your points in order. 

1) I had returned to school to study graphics -- intaglio 
and serigraphy, after being out several years pursuing an 
enterprising and promising career in Illustrative 
Photography. I had never see~a gum print -- only heard 
about the process. I was cur1ous and obtained some 
scattered information. I managed to start producing prints 
on my own, keeping meticulous notes, based upon the fact . 
that I had earlier spent four academic years as a photography 
major. I completed ten prints, and decided on a lark to 
apply for a grant to do a book. Needless to say I was 
quite surprised when I got it •.• 

2) I instruct a large number of students every year in gum 
printing, so I am constantly demonstrating, observing, 
and having them test for me. However I have not made a 
gum print for my own purposes since my manuscript was 
complete. (That's not to preclude the possability of a 
future reinvolvement.) 

Yes. I am constantly trying new processes. I am presently 
working on a very esoteric stereo process that seems 

••• 2 
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nobody has ever seen. Also, because of my background, I 
can never say that I restrict myself to any one process, 
i.e. I am always thinking in terms of combining processes 
serigraphy with silver prints , with etching, etc. 

3) A lot of my own personal library, people in the 
chemical and print industries, and to some extent, the 
George Eastman House. As for "resources for materials 
and equipment," I don't know since it seems I'm always 
trying to find something to do which is generally 
obscure, and go wherever it seems necessary at the time. 
I am presently faced with tearing down my studio doorway 
to get a one-ton printing press in (sic). 

4) Very sensitive and delicate, peaceful, clean, easy. 

5) The fact that it is a monotype process -- something 
which the public is hardly able to appreciate. Also 
the matter of resolution, although I do not feel that a 
sharper image would better present the images I use for 
the process. 

6) Perhaps this is best answered directly from my book 
preface an~ introduction. 

7) Not really, since my experience went in two phases: 
Initially I did a lot of printing and whatever research 
was necessary to be able to print; secondly I did a lot 
of just research and looking. I guess it was sort of 
backwards to what is normal. However I feel it's better 
that way. It provides for a spontaneous approach that · 
is internally motivated and validated. (I would like to 
add though that Gertrude Kasebier was probably the most 
outstanding gum printer from a historical standpoint.) 

8) Since Mr. Crawford's book came out some while after my 
publication, I have not read his section on gum printing, 
and it is unlikely I will unless I enter into a discussion 
with my publisher about a 2nd edition to my book. (It 
is presently out in a 2nd printing, but I do not feel a 
need to add to it at this time. If I were I would therefore 
have cause to read literature published subsequent to mine. 
Otherwise I have too much else happening to spent more time 
on a singular topic.) 

••• 3 
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That seems to conclude what I have to suggest at this 
point for your survey. 

Good luck with your endeavors in photography. Do get 
in touch if your in Toronto. 

Sincerely, 

David Scopick 
OS:mh 

P.S. You may be interested to know that I teach a summer
school workshop in August in Mexico. It doesn't specifically 
deal with gum printing, but still seems to provide students 
with a good experience. If you or any of your colleagues 
would like information & poster when they're out in the 
spr1n~, contact myself or the Registration Office at the 
Ontarto College of Art. 
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After a telephone conversation on 15 August, 1981, these 

questions were sent to: 

Andy .l\nderson 
Art Department 
University of Texas at Arlington 

1. vfuat first prompted you do do bichromate printing? 

2. Are you presently doing bichromate printing? If you 
have discontinued bichromate printing, are you now 
working with other non-silver processes? 
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3. What resources did you find for methods, materials and 
equiprre nt? 

4. How does gum bichromate printing compare with other 
non-silver processes you may have used? 

5. What do you see as the limitations of this process? 

6. What specific qualities do you see as unique to gum 
bichromate printing? 

7. Were you infiuenced by any particular pioneer in gum 
bichromate sucb as Demachy? 

8. Are your working metbods similar to those described in 
David Scopick' s The Gum Bichromate Book and \·Villiam 
Crawford's Keepers-of Light? If not, what metbods do 
you prefer and why? 

Thank you so mucb for your time and tboughtfulness. 
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28 September, 1981 

Dear Ms. Nettles, 

Thank you for your section on gum bichromate printing in 
Breaking the Rules. It helped me to begin a Master's Thesis 
entitled, "A Research Study and Contemporary Application of 
tbe Gum Bichromate Photographic Process". 

In the thesis I hope to include historical perspective on 
alternative non-silver processes, sources for modern bichro
mate materials, and the most successful methods for the pro
cess as have been discovered by accomplished contemporary 
artists. 

After seeing your section on bichromate printing and in
cluding your book in my bibliography, I hope to also in
clude a brief review of the experiences you and artists 
such as Betty Hahn and David Scopick have had which caused 
the renewed interest in this century-old process. 

Would you be so kind as to share your comments with me for 
my thesis on the enclosed questions which have seemed im
portant to me in my bichromate printing? I would very much 
appreciate all the information you would care to share and 
whatever else interests you about the process. 

S · ncer~l:y: 
t-;~t ~~~ 
net Foss 

Box 22970 
TWU Station 
Denton, Texas 
76204 
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1. What first prompted you to do bichromate printing? 
DEMO BY BETTY HAHN 
2. Are you presently doing bichromate printing? If you 

have discontinued bichromate printing, are __ you. nQ,:I 
working with other non-silver processes? NU. l USE KWIK PRINT 

3. \afnat resources did you find for methods,materials, and 
equipment? LIGHT IMPRESSIONS 

4. How does gum bichromate .printing compare with other. 
non-silver processes you may have used?SEE AFTERI~illGE ARTICLE 

5. What do you see as the limitations of this process? 

6. What specific qualities do you see as unique to gum 
bichromate printing? 

7. Were you influenced by any particular pioneer in gum 
bichromate such as Demachy? BETTY HAHN & ROBERT FICHTER 

8. Are your working methods similar to those described in 
David Scopick's The Gum Bichromate Book and William 
Crawford's KeenersoTJ::ight? If not, what methods do 
you prefer and 'dhy?-

YES 
Thank you so much for your time and thoughtfulness. 

Please forgive the brief answer. I recently had a new 
baby •• my second •• au0 am extrememly busy. Please write to 
VISUAL STUDIES WORKSHOP for a reprint of the interview of 
Feb 1978 in AFTERIMAGE 31 Prince st Roch 14607. This 
describes my use of Kwik Print and compares it to gum. 
On close reading of BREAKING THE RULES, you will notice 
that I do not write much abaout the gum process as I 
no longer work in it. 
Best of luck Bea Nettles 

" 

" 
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paper-much more so than on the plas· 
he sheets. because it supersaturates the 
paper fobers. 

But I thin II. the most exciting thing is its 
use on fabric. because it's been dolficult 
to get •'range of colors on fabric using 
photographic processes. Blueprint « 
brown prints are limited to those colors, 
and gum pnnting on fabric has never 
been terribly salislactory lor more than 
one color. But Kwik-Print can be used for 
mOI'e than one color. On fabric, it's wa
shable and it's .Permanent. It's best used 
on acrylics; tradolionally those other pro
cesses had to be used on organic fabrics, 
t.lr.e cotton. This allows you to use taffeta, 
satin. crepe, all kinds of exotic surf aces 

Q: When you say that"3pplying ITI()(e 
than one color woth the gum process was 

•never very satisfactory. what do you 
mean' 

BN: Gum on fabnc is Quote delicate. 
You might be lucky. and get otto adhere 
and develop mcely on the first appl.ca
tion. but then to stretch it again. dry ot 
a&!•n. and apply another color of gum 
o-•er the first coat gets very tncky. It starts 
to break do-wn. phys•calfy, and ot starts to 
get muddy-lookong. 

Q: You s_.•d that Scott Hyde called thos 
a -commercoal gum printing·· process. 
What's the dolference between this and 
~urn' 

BN: It's not gum. as far as I know: the 
!ormula's keel secret This os an edu
ca!ed guess. but it's an acryhc bonder of 
some !>Crt. as c-coos~?d to gum arab•c. 
"'hoch •s an organoc bind~r; pogmenls, 
.. n•ch are designed to match prmter's 
'"'"S; a"d bichroma:e. eother cl ammo· 
"'•um cr potass•um. to make ot loghl· 
sens•t...,e. I !honk there's a lourth on~re
~·~t. roo. a dl')'er. to make ot drl faster 
So t-ssenh.llly •t has the same compo
nents as tile gum-arabic-gum
!:>>ehromate mnture. whoch oncludes a 
bon<!er. a p•~ment. and a sensohzer. But 
ors a space-age sort of plashc invention, 
m !"'a! lh~ plashc bonder slicks very well 
''l '"'"' vonyl •,1-PPI~ l')r whu:h ol 'N~c; tl~· 

Afterimage/February lY/1::! 

painterly way, you could get away with 
murder wolh it. 

As I say. the vinyl sheets are your main 
investment, but it's well worth it. If you 
think of the price of a good piece of 
art•st's paper, it's about comparable. And 
lhe-Kwok-Pnnt sheet has all the advan· 

;tages of drying fast. not shrmkong. not 
curling-as far as I know. that plastic is 
archival. It's pretty ondestruchble. I thonk 
ot's worthwhole learnong on the vonyl 
sheets You can get a troal kit from Loght 

Bea Nettles, C <~nd Sugulls, 1977. 

Impressions. That's probably the best 
idea, to start with a small tnal kit with I he 
different sheets and the different co
lors ... 

Q: What kind of surface Quality does 
the vinyl sheet have? 

BN: It's dorfocult to describe. It's a very 
flat surface-ot's not shiny at all. There 
are really three types of sheets that are 
avaolable: "Wrde Tone V" and "Hi Con V" 
are both vinyl sheets with slightly differ
ent surfaces that yield different contrast 

Kwik-Print: How to do it 
The outline of the Kwik·Print process 2. Select first Kwok-Print color: If you buy 
which follows is taken from Breakin~t red. blue. yellow. black. and clear, you 
the Rules: A Photo Media Cookcook. In r.an rnoJt any color you like. (You can 
tho~ hMk R~;, N<>tll<>c; h;,c; t:nll~r:l<>r1 ,rc;o huv •1nlv r!Par .1ror1 -lr1d yQur own 
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ranges. "Wide Tone P" has the same 
surface finish as the V sheet but it is 
made out of polyester. llearnecl on the Hi 
Con V sheets (which used to be called 
Kwik-Proof sheets) and prefer workin'g on 
them. I can get them to yield continuous 
tone with layers of exposures and they 
are easier to maintain clear highlights on. 
The other two types of sheets yield a 
wider tonal range, but reQuire more criti
cal timing of exposure if you don't want 
the detail to fill in. 

I build up an intensity of color and sort 
of luminosity by multiple exposures
many, many layers of color-from 15to 
30, sometimes. That's probably the first 
thing that discourages a beginner-they 
to' to do too much with just two or three 
exposures. They have great expectatrons 
because they may see a finished image, 
and they think. "Oh, yellow, blue. red. and 
you're done." I don't work it that way, 
although I know that some people do. 

I could never do thai, and I could never 
repeat an image, because I use dofferent 
densities: I'll put Kwik-Print in one area. 
and maybe not in another; I rub ol when I 
develop it. It's not mechanical. I know 
that took me time,lo develop my own way 
of working. When I look back at my lirsl 
images, 1 really don't care for them that 
much anymore, because 1t took me a 
while to figure out how I would use ot. For 
me it's been a natural medrum-rny m<~s· .· 
ter's degree is in painting, and I parnt~d 
and drd drawing and sculp:ure for ~" 
years in schr.ol, so thos incorPorates ai'·Jf 
tho~e skills and other th•,gs that L~ 
learned. 

Q: How long does it take. from tl"e t•rre 

sunlamps. or photolloods (listed rn the 
order of mtensoty). 

On thP. forst pxposurP., I often deliber· 
31~1y unr1~r~>OOSI? the n~r,.1to·:e In ~hos 



September 16, 1981 

Todd Walker 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

1. What first prompted you to do bicbromate printing? 

2. Are you presently doing bicbromate printing? If you 
bave discontinued bicbromate printing, are you now 
working witb otber non-silver processes? 
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3. \mat resources did you find for metbods, materials and 
equipment? 

4. How does gum bichromate printing compare witb otber 
non-silver processes you may bave used? 

5. What do you see as tbe limitations of tbis process? 

6. vmat specific qualities do you see as unique to gum 
bicbromate printing? 

7. Were you influenced by any particular pioneer in gum 
bichromate sucb as Demacby? 

8. Are your working metbods similar to tbose described in 
David Scopick's Tbe Gum Bicbromate Book and William 
Crawford's Keepers-of Ligbt? If not, wbat methods do 
you prefer and why? 

Tbank you so mucb for your time and tbougbtfulness. 
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GUM PRINTING 
formulary 
.,._;., .... , .... a ......0: Todd Wr.lk'" 

••••••••••••• 
SIZING 

G~!&tln (food rnde) 28 c 
Water to llitcr 

••••••••••••• 
HARDENER AFTER SIZL"iG 

Formaldehyde (37 ~rc:ent) SO ce 
Water to lllter 

••••••••••••• 
GUM ARABIC SOLUTION 

14 d~ Baume Gum Arable 
10lution obtainable at prilltinr, 
Hthorrapby or duplicator supply • 

••••••••••••• 
SE."iSITIZER 

Ammonium Dichromate 25 c 
Water to 100 ee 

••••••••••••• 
COATING MIXTURE 

Equal YOlWDM of plcmented 
cum and secaitizer are eombill~ 
juat prior to eoatinc tbe pa~r. 
Mix only allfficient for imm~ 
ate ua.. To minlmiu nr!ationa 
In upoeun,wnsitUer-I'W'ft ratio 
1bould re..Wn eonsunt. If 1-
plrment ia dMired, adjust cum 

10lutioa before addlnc aelllitizer. 

WEIGHT of DRY PIGMENT 
PER 60 CC. GUM SOLUTION 

1'""'7 Bladt 5.0 c 
Van Dyke Browa U 1 

BumtUm~ Uc 

Phthalocyaniae Blue .S 1 

Phtlu.loeyuiae GrHII 1.0 c 
Aliu.rin Crtm.on 1.2 1 

Cadmium Red 1.01 

Haa. Yellow ..5 r 
Chocolate BroWD Oxide 4.0 C 

ThJoiadlro Vio!.t .S c 
Ferrite IAmoa 4.0 r 

Tlt&!lium Dio1ide (white) 5.0 c 

••••••••••••• 
HARDENING A CLEARING 

Pota.uium Alum 25 c 

Water to lllc. 

Tho oupport for tho rum lm•r• Ia uo
u.ally p•prr. lD order to P"•eat Jtain.. 
Inc by tho piptnt. moot po pen m~at 
bo oi<ad. The 100.120 doc- F. oioiac 
II appllad to the paper by ooaldnc or 
bNJhinc. Altor b.ard•ninc, wullinr "' 
dqinc, tb.• popor may bo Mnaituod. 

Tho desirad (lirmaot il rrouad Into tho 
ataDd.ard rum to becom• a ma.rimuru 
otnnJth ot.ock l>irm•atad l"m aolution. 

Ollly tllo ,..,.a """'""' roqui.-.d for 
Immediate eoatin.c & prindn.c i.1 MU. 

ltind by addinc a a oqual volum• of tb.a 
dichromate .olutioa. 

Tbo coatinc Ia applitd ornoothly to tho 
dry, si .. d popor ""'h a brush. Wh•n 
t.boroucbly dry, tb• nposure il made 
by contact.. Usinc aunlilht. a 1\n' ~nt 
at.rip from 15 ~n~ to the manutft 
ahoWd eover the poaibilitiN . 

Altor upn•ure, tho paper is placad In 
• tray or ·•~er unul inlar• Ito pi lo ... 
lnr ptrm•nt. then hul"'r to dry. Wh•n 
a11 ('Oahnp are comp4.u. f\n m1nutt 

dMnnl & • t•n manut.. wash nmo• .. 
"mairunc yellow dichronut.e tt.ain.. 
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Betty Hahn 
1511 Kit Carson Ave., s.w. 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
1. What first prompted you to do bichromate printing? 

2. Are you presently doing bichromate printing? If you 
have discontinued bichromate printing, are you now 
working with otber non-silver processes? 
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3. Wbat resources did you find for methods, materials and 
equipment? 

4. How does gum bichromate printing compare with other 
non-silver processes you may bave used? 

5. What do you see as the limitations of this process? 

6. Wbat specific qualities do you see as unique to gum 
bichromate printing? 

7. Were you influenced by any particular pioneer in gum 
bichromate such as Demachy? 

8. Are your working methods similar to those described in 
William Crawford's Keepers of Light? If not, what 
methods did you prefer and why? 

Thank you so much for your time and thoughtfulness. 
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Betty Hahn 1511 Kit Carson Avenue S.\V. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104 
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Telephone Conversation witb Betty Hahn on 25 March, 1982. 

1. I started gum printing in 1965 when I was a student at 

Indiana University. I was taking a Design Book Course with 

mostly printmakers who were doing woodcuts, engravings and 

lithographs. I was the only photographer. The teacher got 

tired of seeing only glossy black photographs and asked me 

if I couldn't print on some good paper. My photography 

teacher, Henry Holmes Smith, told me of an old method called 

gum bichromate printing. I found an old, dusty tome called 

Photography: Theory and Practice by L. P. Clerc which was

n't too clear on the subject. I finally figured out tbe 

process for myself and began printing. 

2. I am not doing as much as I used to do. I don't do gum 

prints as such but I sometimes add color to a print witb gum 

bichromate such as some botanical print~ I am doing now. 

3. I found everything I needed at the University Chemistry 

Department. 

4. I have done cyanotypes and brown prints and gum bichro

mate is the most difficult to do and to control. 

5. Tbe limitations are that the colors are not rich or 

deep enough unless one does many printings--then they be

come glossy. Gum prints also do not have fine detail. 

6. Gum bichromate prints have the quality of a watercolor 

and when gum bichromate is combined with brown prints or 
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cyanotypes wbicb bave ricb colors of tbeir own, tbe results 

are very good. 

7. No, the pictures wbicb influenced me to do gum bichro

mate were from printmaking. Tbe pictures of Jasper Jobns 

and Robert Rauscbenberg influenced my gum bichromate work. 

8. My working metbods are now tbe same as Crawford's and 

Scopick's. When I started I did not have all tbe technical 

information whicb tbese books cover. It was like I was mak

ing jello and tbey are making souffles. I always teacb a 

non-silver class and ask my students to use their books in 

tbe class. Another book I recommend is High Contrast by Jay 

Seeley. It is a valuable book for making tbe negatives for 

tbe non-silver processes and bas a lot of information on 

film and screening processes. 

I haven't tried Kwik-Print thougb I know about it from my 

friend, Bea Nettles. Her husband owns Ligbt Impressions so 

sbe can get it at cost and bas done some beautiful things 

witb it. For everybody else, tbough, it is pretty expensive 

and it is printed on tbose plastic sbeets whicb I don't care 

for mucb. I don't particularly like the colors of Kwik

Print; I tbink gum bichromate's watercolors are better. 
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Tbe Gum Print 

(Instructions from Susan Grant, Art Department, Texas Wo

man's University). 

Tbe gum (or gum-bichromate) print is made by placing 

an emulsion of watercolor and bicbromated gum arabic onto 

sized paper. After drying, tbe emulsion is exposed by con

tact with a UV ligbt source. Tbe image is developed by 

floating tbe print in water. Tbe water penetrates tbe gum 

and permits tbe unhardened gum to dissolve. Development 

takes 30 minutes. After one layer bas dried, tbe paper may 

be coated witb new gum and exposed again. Different colors 

may be used in wbole or in part for each emulsion layer. 

Tbe effect of tbe gum print is variable. An approx

imation of tbe silver print is possible. But tbe process 

is naturally adaptable to a manipulated image where color, 

texture, and otber manipulations are desired. 

Paper 

Any good quality drawing paper tbat can take a great 

deal of soaking will work. Tbe paper may be smooth or tex

tured. Suggestions are Rives BFK or Arches Cover Stock. 

For dimensional stability tbe paper must be presoaked. 

Soak tbe paper for 10 minutes in bot water (lOOOF.) before 

sizing and bang to dry completely. Tbe paper should be a 
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good 5" larger tban tbe finished print. 

Sizing 

Tbe purpose of sizing is to prevent tbe pigment from 

adhering to tbe paper fibers and tbus producing stains. 

Tbere are 3 possible metbods for sizing. Tbey are 

given in order of effectiveness. 

Gelatin-Knox or A&P gelatin is satisfactory. Pour 

3 packets of gelatin into 1 quart of cold (50-60°F.) water. 

Most of tbe water will be absorbed. After 15 minutes warm 

it to 100°F. Two or three quarts of size are necessary for 

an even coating. Immerse the paper in tbe size. Draw the 

paper out over a glass rod and bang by clothespins to dry. 

\fuen the first layer is completely dry repeat tbe sizing--

2 or 3 layers are necessary for a complete even coat. Af

ter tbe last layer is dry, harden them .bY floating tbe pa

per in a solution of 25 ml. 37% formaldehyde in a liter of 

water (4 cups). Do tbis procedure in a well ventilated 

room. Again bang tbe paper to dry. 

Albumen size-whites of 4 large eggs, beat, let sit 

for 12 hours. Mix 4 parts egg wbite to 1 part water. 

Transfer to tray, float paper--soak 1-2 minutes. Dry. 

Always wet paper first, then dry. This allows ini

tial stretching, shaping to happen before print is on the 

surface. 



Spray starch-commercially available as laundry aid. 

Spray size. 
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Sizing for Fabric-The best sizing for fabric is Scotch 

Guard. Spray on heavily, brushing as you spray to remove 

bubbles--this does leave the fabric rather stiff. 

Preparing the Gum Sensitizer 

Powdered gum arabic (300-350 grams) is added to a 

liter of distilled water. Mix by shaking and then allow to 

stand for three days. To prevent bacterial growtb, 2. 5 

grams of Mercuric Chloride can be added to the gum solution. 

MERCURIC CHLORIDE IS A DEADLY POISONl 

A premixed gum solution, 3M brand gum arabic solution· 

14-degree Baume may also be used. It is thinner in consis

tency and may not give the results of the powdered gum 

mixture. 

A second solution of sensitizer is prepared. Either 

ammonium or potassium bichromate can be used. Ammonium is 

faster in printing speed. 

Ammonium (or Potassium) Bichromate 29 grams 

Water, hot 75 mls. 

(dissolve, then add cold water to make 100 mls.) 

Below 70°F. some of the salt will precipitate-warm it be

fore using. 



Mixing tbe Emulsion 

The basic components for tbe emulsion are pigment, 

gum and sensitizer. 
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Windsor Newton watercolors and Grumbacher Gouache 

colors are dependable and provide definite colors witb the 

least amount of flaking. 

Determine tbe ratio of pigment to gum. Notes should 

be kept on the amounts of pigment to gum used for each 

print. A good ratio is 5-10 grams of pigment in 100 mls. 

of gum. 

One way to test is to add 1 11 of pigment to 5 cc's of 

gum, then 1" to 7 cc's and 1" to 9 cc's. Place dots of 

tbis gum/pigment mixture on a presized scrap of paper. 

Allow to dry--tben soak face down in a pan of water. The 

dots containing tbe most amount of pigment that still 

washed out gives you the right ratio. 

The pigment may be mixed with the gum and tbe mixture 

may be stored in small bottles, eacb labeled witb the color 

of the pigment/gum solution contained. Witb earth colors 

(dark tones such as browns and ochres) and black, mix about 

a balf-inch of pigment (squeezed from the tube) witb 3 cc. 

of gum. Witb yellow and red, mix about three-quarters of 

an inch of pigment with 3 cc. of gum. With colors that 

bave a tendency to stain, such as ultramarine blue, use 
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less tban a half-inch of pigment witb 3 cc. of gum. (The 

exact amount of pigment is not critical. Tbese are simply 

guidelines upon wbicb to base your experimentation. 

Tbe sensitizer should be kept in a separate bottle 

and mixed witb tbe pigment/gum solution just before use. 

It bas been my practice to mix only tbe amount of sensi

tized pigment/gum required for tbe number of prints tbat I 

will be doing in one session of printing. Tbat way I 

assure tbat eacb coat will be applied witb chemicals at 

full strength • 

Witb tbe eartb colors and black, the pigment/gum 

solution should be mixed with the sensitizer in a 1:2 ratio·. 

\Vitb yellow and red, 1:4, with blue, 1:1 is preferable. Tbe 

proportions given bere are suggested as starting points for 

your own experimentation. 

good for about six bours. 

Once mixed, tbe emulsion will be 

Unmixed, the gum/pigment and tbe 

sensitizer will keep indefinitely. Tbree cc's of gum/pig

ment and tbree cc's of sensitizer will coat from four to 

six 4 x 5 sheets. Mixing can be done in room ligbt. 

After tbe gum/pigment ratio is established, add an 

equal amount of sensitizer to tbis solution, i.e., 1 ounce 

of gum pigment mixture, 1 ounce of warmed sensitizer. 

Once mixed, tbe emulsion begins to become insoluble. 

Coat tbe paper--leaving tbe border free of emulsion. 
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Coating the Paper 

To apply the emulsion to the paper, first pin the pa

per, at all four corners, to a soft board to prevent curl

ing. Coating is done with a brush. Pre-wet the brush, 

then remove tbe excess water. Dip tbe brush in tbe emul

sion and brusb both vertically and horizontally across tbe 

paper. Lay tbe emulsion on witb smootb, even strokes. The 

time for application of tbe emulsion should not exceed.l5 

seconds, or the gum will become tacky and begin to lift 

off. This procedure may be done under low illumination. 

Drying the Paper 

Once coated, tbe paper should be quickly placed in a 

dark place to dry. The emulsion is commonly thought to be 

relatively insensitive when wet, gaining in sensitivity as 

it dries. The paper will remain sensitive for only a few 

bours after it is dry. Light and humidity will, in time, 

render the emulsion useless; I recommend that you expose 

your paper as soon as the emulsion is dry. Twelve hours 

later, the paper will probably not work at all and if it 

does it will not give the desired results. 

Exposing the Paper 

Work in subdued light. Place the dry printing paper 

in contact with the negative and place both into a contact 

printing frame. Place your sunlamp about 15 inches from 



your printing areas. If tbis distance remains constant, 

control can be developed. KEEP NOTES 

Allow tbe sunlamp to warm up before you start your 

exposure. About 15 seconds will do. Place your contact 

printer under the ligbt and pull a 10-minute test strip 

with two-minute strip intervals. This will allow you to 

choose tbe correct exposure for a one-bour development. 

Developing the Paper 
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To develop tbe image, a couple of trays of room temp

erature water are necessary • Begin by submerging the 

print in tbe first tray of water emulsion side up. This 

allows the sensitizer to float out of tbe print. After twa 

to five minutes, remove tbe print from the first tray and 

place it into tbe second tray of water emulsion side down. 

This allows tbe unexposed gum pigment to fall free of 

tbe paper. A cbange of.water every 10 minutes will aid the 

development of tbe print. Warmer water will basten the de

velopment. Caution is recommended bere as the emulsion is 

very soft or loose wben wet and can be brushed, scratched 

or knocked off very easily. Do not force tbe print to the 

bottom of tbe tray. Let it float. 

Drying tbe Print 

Remove the print from its final tray of water by one 

corner and bang it from a line by clothespin. This al-
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lows tbe water to run quickly off tbe print, hastening tbe 

drying time and leaving a sharp-edged image. If the print 

is allowed to dry in a flat position, it takes longer and 

tbe development continues, which allows tbe colors to bleed 

and the image edge to soften. 

After tbe print is dry, tbe image is permanent, and 

tbe entire process can be repeated as often as tbe photog

rapher deems necessary to get a finished image. 

Registration 

An excellent method for registration is as follows: 

Cut a mask for your negative, making sure tbat it is 

smaller than the outside edges of your paper. Tape the neg

ative to tbe mask. Place the mask on tbe paper and make 4 

thin pencil lines on each side from tbe mask onto tbe pa

per. Lining these up assures an excellent registration. 

Registra
tion marks 

References 

-> 0
~~+------negative 

..-___ paper 

~----1----~r-~-----mask 

1. Sans Silver No. 3, Camera li, December 1974. 
2. Handbook for Contemporary Photography by Arnold Gassan, 

3rd Edition, Light Impressions, Box 3012, Rochester 

New York, 14614. 
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Sources of Supply 

Alabama 
Sargent-Welch Scientific Co. 
3125 7tb Avenue North 
Birmingham 35201 
205/251-5125 
Arizona 
V\\IR Scientific 
50 South 45tb Avenue 
Phoenix 85001 
602/272-3272 
California 
Sargent-Welch Scientific 
1617 East Ball Road 
Anabeirn 92083 
714/772-3550 
Colorado 
V\'/R Scientific 
4300 Holly Street 
Devner 80216 
303/388-5651 
Connecticut 
Brand-Nu Laboratories, Inc. 
30 Maynard Street 
Meridian 06450 
203/235-7989 
Delaware 
John G. Merkel & Sons 
807 No. Union Street 
Wilmington 19805 
302/654-8818 
J.i"'lorida 
Fisher Scientific Company 
7524 Currency Drive 
Orlando 32801 
305/859-8281 
Georgia 
Curtin Matheson Scientific Co. 
5800 Bucknell Avenue S. W. 
Atlanta 30336 
404/349-3710 
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Hawaii 
VWR Scientific Company 
P. o. Box 9697 
Honolulu 96820 
808/847-1361 
Illinois 
Fisher Scientific Company 
1458 N. Lamon Avenue 
Cbicago 60651 
312/379-9300 
Indiana 
General Medical of Indiana 
1850 West 15tb Street 
Indianapolis 46202 
317/634--8580 
Kentucky 
Preiser Scientific, Inc. 
1500 Algonquin Parkway 
Louisville 40210 
304/343-5515 
Louis lana 
Curtin Matbeson Scientific Co. 
621 Celeste Street 
New Orleans 70123 
504/524-0475 
Maryland 
VWR Scientific 
6601 Amberton Drive 
Baltimore 21227 
301/796-8500 
f'llassachusetts 
Mallinckrodt Laboratory 
Harvard University 
12 Oxford Street 
Cambridge 
617/495-4011 
Michigan 
Rupp & Bowman Company 
10320 Plymoutb Road 
Detroit 48204 
313/931-0337 
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Minnesota Oregon 
~c-u-r-=-t-:-i-n..;;..l'::"':"Nla-t~b-e-s_o_n~S~c~i:--e-n--:'t"""!'i~f~i-c~C-o-. VWR Sci en tif i c 
2218 University Avenue, S. E. 3950 N. W. Yeon Avenue 
Minneapolis 55414 Portland 97210 
612/378-1110 503/225-0400 
Missouri Pennsylvania 
Curtin Matheson Scientific Co. Dalbey Scientific 
3160 Terrace Street P. 0. Box 7316 
Kansas City 64111 Pbiladelphia 19101 
816/651-8780 215/748-8600 
New Jersey Rhode Island 
~S-e-:-i~d~l-e_r_C~h~e-m-1~.c-a~l~&~S~u-p-p~l-y~C-o-.- Eastern Scientific Co. 
16 Orange Street 267 Plain Street 
Newark 07102 Providence 02950 
201/622-4495 401/831-4100 
New Mexico Tennessee 
~~---~~~~---------------VWR Scientific Nashville Surgical Supply Co. 
3301 Edmond Street S. E. 3332 Powell Avenue 
Albuquerque 87102 Nashville 37202 
505/842-8650 615/255-4601 
New York Texas 
~A~l~b-a-ny~La~b~o-r-a~t~o-r~i~e-s-,~1:--n-c-.----- Sargent-Welch Scientific Co. 
67 Howard Street 5915 Peeler Street 
Albany 12207 Dallas 75235 
581/434-1747 214/357-9381 
Nortn Carolina Utab 
~--~--~~--~~~~~--~-Carolina Biological Supply Co. VWR Scientific 
2700 York Road 650 West 8tb Street, South 
Burlington 27215 Salt Lake City 84104 
919/584-0381 801/328-1112 
~O~b~i~o~~~~----------------- Virginai 
Sargent-Welch Scientific Co. ~G-en--er-a~l~M~e-d-.i~c-a~l---------------
10400 Taconic Terrace 319 Mill Street N. E. 
Cincinnati 45215 Vienna 22180 
~51:---:3~/~7--71_-_.;.3_8.,;;_5 0.;..________ 7 03/93 8-3 5 00 
Oklahoma West Virginia 
~~1-e~l~t-on--C~o-m_p_a_n_y-,--I~n-c-.---------- Preiser Scientific 
Labco Scientific Division 900 MacCorkle Avenue, S. W. 
Oklahoma City 73101 Charleston 25322 
~4_05~/_2~3~5--3~5~2~6 ________________ ~30_4~/~3~4~3-~5~5~1~5-_______________ __ 



Washington 

Wisconsln 
Drake Brothers 
N. 57 W. 13636 Carmen Avenue 
Menomonee Falls 53051 
414/781-2166 
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William Crawford, Tbe Keepers of Ligbt: ! History and 
Working Guide to Early Photographic Processes, pp. 312-314. 
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Kwik-Print 
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Gum Bichromate Print 
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Safe Handling of Chemicals 

Ammonium Dichromate 
(Ammonium Bichromate) 

Precautions: Warning! This compound is flammable. At 
about 225 degrees Centigrade, the decomposition of tbis 
compound becomes self-sustaining, with spectacular swelling, 
evolving beat, sparks or flame. Do not breathe dust or 
spray from solutions. Causes severe irritation, rash or 
ulcers (chrome sores). 

First Aid: In case of contact, use plenty of water 
to flush skin for at least 15 minutes. If swallowed or in 
eyes, get medical attention quickly. 

Formaldehyde 

Precautions: Keep container closed. Always use with 
plenty of ventilation. Avoid having formaldehyde come in 
contact with the skin, eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly 
after handling. 

First aid: In case of contact, immediately use plen
ty of water to flush eyes or skin for about 15 minutes. 
If swallowed, induce vomiting by giving a tablespoon of 
Ipepac syrup in a glass of water. Repeat this dosage one 
time only if vomiting does not occur within 20 minutes. 
If unconscious, do not give anything by mouth. Get med
ical help. 

Kent E. Wade, Alternate Photo1rapbic Processes 
(Dobbs Ferry: Norgan & l!Jorgan, 1978 , .pp. 164-166, quot
ing Dr. Haist. 
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